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As insurers our role is to try to support our
Members and clients through periods of calm
and storm – and this year has offered plenty
of the latter. 2009 was a year of considerable
challenge for the shipping industry, with
excess capacity, sharply reduced utilisation
rates and the physical and financial threats of
piracy being just a few of the issues faced.

As always, we set a target technical result
expressed as a combined ratio net (CRN) –
the estimated claims and administration costs
for the year over-estimated premiums earned
– which will be 102.5 per cent. We very much
hope that by not having a general increase,
and assessing each Member’s exposure and
loss record individually, that we are offering
tangible support in these difficult times.

Providing financial protection
Being able to offer sustained financial
strength is a key component of our business
model and, as reported in the last edition of
Gard News, our first half results for the
2009/10 year saw strong technical and nontechnical results. For the third quarter our
underwriting has continued to perform well
and we continue to focus closely on achieving
the right pricing levels. The volume of
business written continues to be stable and a
benign claims environment combined with a
continued focus on improved pricing and risk
selection has had a positive effect on our
combined net ratio.
The decline in utilisation rates for most
shipping segments around the world has
meant that casualties have reduced – making
for a more favourable claims picture. While
the winter months usually deliver their fair
share of casualties – so there can be no room
for complacency – the third quarter saw
reduced frequency and severity in both P&I
and marine claims compared to the same
period last year.

Our other ongoing initiative has been to
increase the resources available to our clients
across our global network. Having just
celebrated the first anniversary of our office
in Greece, we have recruited three new senior
staff there, including two claims handlers and
a defence lawyer. This is an important market
for us, and we hope that by growing the
resources available to our Members and
clients we will be able to offer greater
breadth and depth of service.

“Being able to offer
sustained financial strength
is a key component of
our business model.”

We are also increasing our resources more
broadly, whether that is hiring trainees or
experienced staff in areas such as claims or
defence, in order to continually invest in
providing first class services across the group.

Supporting our clients
These results, combined with a positive claims
development for previous policy years, have
meant that the Board of Assuranceforeningen
Gard has decided that no general premium
increase is required for mutual and fixed
premium P&I entries for the 2010 policy year.

Looking forward
As usual, the autumn of 2009 saw Gard
underwriters out on the road – visiting
Members and clients prior to renewals – and
for the first time they are writing business
across the entire product range.
We

recognise that this is a process that will take
time to be fully accepted across the market,
but our underwriters are receiving good
feedback and we continue to take the time
and effort to ensure that everyone has the
right skills for the job.
We have also taken a look at how we
communicate with our Members and clients
and, in January 2010, we launched a new
version of our website at www.gard.no. The
knowledge and expertise that is contained
within Gard is almost impossible to calculate,
and when you see it demonstrated – for
example at our annual summer seminar – it is
very impressive. Making this available quickly
and easily can make a real difference to our
customers, and this is the main driver behind
the project to upgrade our website. We
wanted the site to become a space that we
can use to reach beyond our physical barriers
to communicate vital messages and
information – through word, sound and
pictures – to a whole range of audiences
around the globe. The new site makes access
simpler and quicker and we hope that, as
time progresses, those Members and clients
who are not able to be with us in person will
still be able to attend events such as the
Summer Seminar even if they can not leave
their desks. We are keen to get feedback, so
please do visit the site and give us your
comments on the “Making contact” page.
It is very likely that 2010 will continue to
present many of the challenges of previous
years, and no-one is predicting with any
confidence when economic activity might
begin to pick up. In the meantime, we will
continue to work with all our Members and
clients to ensure that we have the right skills
and structure to ensure we can support them
through these tough times. 
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Liquefaction of unprocessed mineral ores –
Iron ore fines and nickel ore
By Dr Martin Jonas,
Brookes Bell, Liverpool.

4
Dr Martin Jonas considers some of the technical issues behind the casualties
involving the carriage of unprocessed natural ores from India and nickel ore
from Indonesia, the Philippines and New Caledonia.

Introduction
Liquefaction of mineral ores, resulting in cargo
shift and loss of stability, has been a major
cause of marine casualties for many decades.
Recent problems, already leading to several
total losses this year, have primarily involved
the carriage of unprocessed natural ores such
as iron ore fines from India and nickel ore
from Indonesia, the Philippines and New
Caledonia. The main cause of casualties and
near misses is the poor compliance of
shippers with the testing and certification
requirements that are designed to ensure that
cargoes are loaded only if the moisture
content is sufficiently low to avoid
liquefaction occurring during the voyage.1

vibrations, ship’s motions and wave impact,
resulting in compaction of the cargo. This
leads to a reduction of the spaces between
the particles. If compaction is such that there
is more water inside the cargo than there are
spaces between the particles, the water
pressure inside the cargo can rise sharply and
press the particles apart (see Figure 1). This
suddenly reduces the friction between
particles, and thus the shear strength of the
cargo.
The effect of this process is a transition from
a solid state to a viscous fluid state in which

all or part of the cargo can flatten out to form
a fluid surface. In this condition, cargo may
flow to one side of the ship with a roll one
way but not completely return with a roll the
other way, progressively leading to a
dangerous list and potentially the sudden
capsizing of the vessel.

1
See article “Carriage of dangerous cargo – Questions
to ask before you say yes” elsewhere in this issue of
Gard News.

Principles of liquefaction
Cargoes that are at risk of liquefaction are
those containing at least some fine particles
and some moisture, although they need not
be visibly wet in appearance. The most
widely-known cargoes with this hazard are
mineral concentrates, although many other
cargoes can also liquefy, such as fluorspar,
certain grades of coal, pyrites, millscale,
sinter/pellet feed, etc.
Although they often look dry in appearance at
the time of loading, these cargoes contain
moisture in between the particles. At the
time of loading, the cargoes are usually in
their solid state, where the particles are in
direct contact with each other and, therefore,
there is physical strength of resistance to
shear strains. During ocean transport, cargoes
are exposed to agitation in the form of engine

Figure 1: Liquefaction as a result of cargo compaction. In the solid state (left), the shear strength of the
cargo is provided by the direct contact between the cargo particles. There are sufficient interstitial
spaces to accommodate the inherent moisture and a proportion of interstitial air. As the cargo
compacts under the influence of the ship’s motions, the volume between the particles reduces and
interstitial air is expelled. Eventually, the water pressure resulting from compaction presses the
particles apart, potentially leading to them losing direct contact and a resulting sudden loss of shear
strength, i.e., a fluid state (right).

Cargo liquefaction will not occur if the cargo
contains a sufficiently low inherent moisture
content and sufficiently high interstitial air
that, even in its most compacted state, there
are still sufficient interstitial spaces to
accommodate all of the moisture so that the
increase in water pressure is inhibited.
The lowest moisture content at which
liquefaction can occur is called the Flow
Moisture Point (commonly abbreviated FMP).
Its numerical value can vary widely even for
cargoes with the same description. It is not
possible to predict the FMP of a given cargo
from its description, particle size distribution
or chemical composition and the FMP
therefore needs to be determined by
laboratory testing separately for each cargo
provided by each shipper.

“The lowest moisture
content at which
liquefaction can occur is
called the Flow Moisture
Point.”
In cargoes loaded with a moisture content in
excess of the FMP, liquefaction may occur
unpredictably at any time during the voyage.
Some cargoes have liquefied and caused
catastrophic cargo shift almost immediately
on departure from the load port, some only
after several weeks of apparently uneventful
sailing. While the risk of liquefaction is
greater during heavy weather, in high seas,
and while under full power, there are no safe
sailing conditions for a cargo with unsafe
moisture content. Liquefaction can occur
unpredictably even in relatively calm
conditions on a vessel at anchorage or
proceeding at low speed.
It is for these reasons that SOLAS and the
IMSBC Code incorporate provisions intended to
ensure that only cargoes with sufficiently low
inherent moisture content to avoid
liquefaction are loaded. Strict adherence to
these provisions is the only safe way of
carrying these types of cargoes.

SOLAS/IMSBC Code Regulations
SOLAS requires that the shippers of bulk
cargoes provide the Master in writing
sufficiently in advance of loading with
information on any special properties of the
cargo, including the likelihood of shifting, and
for concentrates or other cargoes which may
liquefy additional information in the form of a
certificate on the moisture content of the

cargo and its Transportable Moisture Limit
(commonly abbreviated to TML).2 Cargoes
which may liquefy shall only be accepted
when the actual moisture content is less than
the TML.3
Unlike the FMP, which can be determined in
the laboratory, the TML is a parameter that is
calculated, rather than measured, as 0.9 times
the FMP. Thus, for example, a cargo with an
FMP of, say, 10 per cent (as determined in the
laboratory) has a corresponding TML of 9 per
cent, this being 0.9 times 10 per cent.
Thus, the maximum allowed moisture content
of a cargo at the time of loading (the TML) is
lower than the moisture content at which
liquefaction actually occurs (the FMP). This
difference between the TML and the FMP is
intended to provide a safety margin to protect
against variations in moisture or FMP
throughout the cargo and to allow for
measurement uncertainties in the laboratory
determination of moisture and FMP. It is
essential that this safety margin is always
preserved and thus cargoes should never be
accepted if the moisture content exceeds the
TML, regardless of by how much.4
Full details on the underlying testing and
sampling procedures for shippers’ certification
obligations under SOLAS are given in the
IMSBC Code 2009 (and previously in
effectively identical form in its predecessor,
the BC Code 2004)5. In brief, the IMSBC Code
specifies the following:
1) Identification of hazard
Prior to start of loading, the shipper must
declare to the Master in writing whether or
not the cargo offered for loading is a cargo
that may liquefy.6 This is a very important
part of the shippers’ obligation to provide
appropriate cargo information, as it is not
necessarily obvious from the cargo name or
from a visual inspection of the cargo whether
the cargo may liquefy, and thus whether the
Master should insist on a declaration of
moisture and TML prior to allowing the cargo
to be loaded. In principle, any bulk cargo that
contains at least some moisture and at least
some fine particles is at risk of liquefaction.
The IMSBC Code specifies that all such cargoes
should be submitted for laboratory testing to
establish whether or not they possess flow
properties.7 If such testing shows that the
cargo possesses a flow moisture point, then
shippers must provide a certificate of moisture
and of TML prior to loading, regardless of
whether or not the cargo is specifically listed

by name in the IMSBC Code as a cargo that
may liquefy.
2) Certification of moisture content
The declaration of moisture content must
contain a statement from shippers that this is
the average moisture content of the cargo at
the time the declaration is handed to the

“Prior to start of loading,
the shipper must declare
to the Master in writing
whether or not the cargo
offered for loading is a
cargo that may liquefy.”
Master prior to start of loading.8 One
important consequence of this is that the
entire cargo must already be available at the
load port to be sampled prior to start of
loading, rather than be delivered piecemeal
throughout a protracted loading process. The
moisture content determination must be
carried out on truly representative test
samples of the entire cargo.9 This is an
elaborate process requiring full access to the
cargo and careful planning to ensure the
moisture content of the test sample is truly
the average moisture content of the entire
consignment.10
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SOLAS, Chapter VI, Regulation 2, Para. 2.2.
SOLAS, Chapter VI, Regulation 6, Para. 2.
4
The difference between moisture content and TML
is a frequent source of confusion, leading to
nonsensical statements such as “The TML of the
cargo increased because of rainfall”. The TML of a
cargo depends on the type and composition of the
cargo, but is not affected by whether the cargo is
wet or dry. The TML is similar to, say, a speed limit
on a road. The speed limit does not depend on how
fast you drive, but you break the law if you drive
faster than the speed limit.
5
The IMSBC Code may be applied voluntarily from
1st January 2009 and will become mandatory under
the provisions of SOLAS from 1st January 2011.
6
IMSBC Code, Para. 4.2.2.2. The IMSBC Code
classifies cargoes that may liquefy in cargo group A
and requires shipper to declare the cargo group.
7
IMSBC Code, Appendix 3, Para. 2.1.
8
IMSBC Code, Para. 4.3.2.
9
IMSBC Code, Para. 4.4.1 to 4.4.4.
10
IMSBC Code, Para. 4.4.4. Paras. 4.6.1 to 4.6.6 give
a set of recommendations for concentrate stockpiles
that specify the minimum number of sub-samples to
be taken to make up the representative sample. For
a cargo of (say) 40,000 MT a minimum of 160 subsamples is required. For cargoes that are more
inhomogeneous than concentrates, including iron ore
fines and nickel ore, collecting a sufficiently large
number of sub-samples is even more important than
for concentrates.
3

5

Sampling for moisture content must take
place not more than seven days prior to
loading. Additional check tests should be
conducted if there is significant rainfall
between sampling and loading.11

6

Shippers must declare the moisture content
separately for each cargo hold of the vessel,
unless sampling has shown that the moisture
content is uniform throughout the entire
consignment.12 In concentrates, the moisture
content is often sufficiently uniform, but in
unprocessed ores such as iron ore fines and
nickel ore, the moisture content can vary
significantly throughout the consignment and
thus separate hold-by-hold moisture
declaration is required. In actual shipping
practice, few if any shippers do declare a
hold-wise moisture content even in highly
non-uniform cargoes, and this is a cause for
concern.
If more than one distinct type of cargo is
loaded commingled in the same cargo hold,
e.g., if loading is from different stockpiles
from a different source of supply or with
different exposure to rain, then shippers must
provide separate certificates for each type of
cargo in each cargo hold. Similarly, shippers
must carry out separate sampling and
certification for each substantial portion of
material which appears to be different in
characteristics or moisture content from the
bulk of the consignment. The moisture
content must be below the respective TML
separately for each distinct parcel of cargo.
Any portions that are shown to have a
moisture content above the TML should be
rejected as unfit for shipment.13 Thus, if cargo
is loaded from more than one source, it is not

Iron ore fines before and after liquefaction.

sufficient for the average moisture content of
all of the cargo in each hold to be below the
TML. One important consequence of this is
that it is not possible to compensate for the
loading of a batch of excessively wet cargo by
then loading additional drier cargo into the
same cargo hold.
3) Certification of TML
As discussed above, the TML is derived
mathematically
from
a
laboratory
determination of the FMP. In principle, there
are several different alternative test methods
to determine the FMP: three of them are
described in full detail in Appendix 2 of the
IMSBC Code and the competent authority of
the exporting county may approve additional
test procedures.14 In actual shipping practice,
the only test method that is in widespread
use is the flow table method, as described in
paragraphs 1.1.1 to 1.1.4 of Appendix 2.
While the test method is not difficult, it

“The IMSBC Code places
the burden of certification
on shippers, not on the
Master.”
contains a subjective element and needs to
be carried out by an experienced analyst who
is familiar with the early signs of liquefaction
in a test sample. The critical part is the ability
to reliably identify a flow state in the test
sample using the criteria given in the Code.15
It is a matter of some concern that
laboratories testing iron ore fines in India and
nickel ore in Indonesia and the Philippines
depart in many important respects from the
IMSBC Code test procedure without approval

from the respective competent authorities
and without conducting systematic interlaboratory
comparisons
to
establish
consistency of their results with laboratories
using the unmodified IMSBC Code method.
For most processed ores, such as concentrates,
the TML depends mainly on the technical
details of the concentration process and does
not vary significantly between shipments. For
these cargoes, it is sufficient if shippers carry
out a TML test once every six months.
However, if the composition or characteristics
of the cargo are variable between successive
shipments for any reason, then a new TML
test is required each time.16 Unprocessed ores
such as iron ore fines and nickel ore vary
greatly in composition not only from shipment
to shipment but also within each individual
shipment. Thus, for these cargoes, shippers
must carry out a new TML test for every single
cargo being loaded.
Close adherence to the above requirements of
the IMSBC Code is essential in order to ensure
that only cargoes that are safe for ocean
transport are loaded. The IMSBC Code places
the burden of certification on shippers, not on
the Master. Without accurate information and

11

IMSBC Code, Para. 4.5.2.
IMSBC Code, Para. 4.3.3.
13
IMSBC Code, Paras. 4.3.3 and 4.4.3.
14
IMSBC Code, Paras. 4.1.4 and 8.3. Appendix 2
contains the actual test procedures to determine the
FMP and TML, including the flow table method in
Paras. 1.1.1 to 1.1.4.
15
IMSBC Code, Appendix 2, Paras. 1.1.4.2.3 and
1.1.4.3.
16
IMSBC Code, Para. 4.5.1.
12

certification being provided by shippers, the
Master can not independently assess whether
or not the cargo offered for loading is safe to
carry. This is because it is impossible to
determine from a visual inspection or from ad
hoc sampling of cargo being delivered to the
vessel whether or not the moisture content of
a cargo is below the TML. Cargoes with
moisture above the TML typically look much
the same as cargoes with moisture below the
TML. Clearly discernible alarm signals, such
as separation of free water on the cargo
surface or muddy appearance of the cargo, are
only visible during loading when cargoes have
a grossly excessive moisture content.

7

Unprocessed ores – Iron ore fines and
nickel ore
There is a wide range of mineral cargoes that
may liquefy, and they vary in their
appearance and physical properties. One subgroup of cargoes has a particularly dangerous
combination of risk factors, and accounts for
a large proportion of recent casualties, near
misses and contentious load port disputes
during carriage of cargoes that may liquefy.
The cargoes in question are unprocessed ores,
the most widely-encountered of which are
iron ore fines, mainly exported from India,
and nickel ore, mainly exported from
Indonesia, the Philippines and New Caledonia.
Unlike concentrates, these are simply dug out
of the ground in open-cast mines in mineralrich, and often remote, locations and are
presented for ocean transport with little or no
processing. Thus, where concentrates have a
highly uniform particle size and physical
consistency, unprocessed ores are very
heterogeneous, consisting of a mixture of
fine-grained ore, clay-like material, pebblesized stones and the occasional larger lump.
For shipowners contemplating carriage of
these cargoes, and for Masters instructed to
load them, a major difficulty is that neither
iron ore fines nor nickel ore have a specific
listing in the IMSBC Code and thus it is not
immediately obvious from consulting the
Code that these are indeed cargoes that may
liquefy. Unless he is already aware of the
potential hazards from other sources, the
Master is dependent on shippers correctly
declaring the cargo as a liquefaction hazard.
Although most shippers do indeed
acknowledge that the cargo is a liquefaction
hazard by supplying a moisture and TML
certificate, albeit frequently flawed, some
shippers do not, and without expert
knowledge it is difficult for the Master to

Flow table test.

know that he should insist on a declaration of
moisture and TML before allowing loading to
commence.
Implementing a sampling and testing regime
that complies with the provisions of SOLAS
and the IMSBC Code, as summarised above, is
a technically much more demanding task for
unprocessed ores than it is for concentrate
cargoes. The IMSBC procedures were designed
with concentrates in mind and therefore have
an implicit assumption of uniform particle size
and reasonably uniform moisture distribution
throughout the entire cargo. Neither of these
applies to unprocessed ores.

“Because of the unprocessed
nature of the cargo, shippers
have only very limited
control over moisture
content and some shippers
may not actually be able to
supply cargoes that meet
the SOLAS requirements.”
It is an unfortunate combination that although
sampling and testing cargoes of unprocessed
ores is a technically more demanding task
than for concentrate cargoes, the shippers of
these cargoes are typically relatively small
operators often lacking in the knowledge,
expertise and technical infrastructure, and
sometimes the will, to comply with their
SOLAS and IMSBC Code obligations. Because
of the unprocessed nature of the cargo,
shippers have only very limited control over
moisture content and some shippers may not

actually be able to supply cargoes that meet
the SOLAS requirements.
Following are some of the technical issues
that need to be considered by shippers when
designing their certification procedures.
The physical composition of unprocessed ores
varies significantly even within a single open
cast pit, and even more so as most cargoes
are mixtures of material dug out from several,
and sometimes very many, individual pits,
which may be distributed over a wide
geographical area. As a result, the TML may
vary greatly from one part of the cargo to
another, but in an unsystematic and
unpredictable manner, which does not allow
to simply test each source of material
separately.
The moisture distribution throughout each
cargo is typically highly non-uniform. The
material is already variable in moisture at the
time it is dug out of the ground. Most mining
locations are in tropical countries with
frequent heavy rainfall and the cargoes are
typically transported in open lorries/wagons
and stored in open stockpiles leading to
unpredictable increases in moisture.
The IMSBC Code specifically states that the
ubiquitous
test
method
for
TML
determination, the flow table method, is
unsuitable for materials containing particles
above 7mm in size.17 This creates a dilemma

17

IMSBC Code, Appendix 2, Para. 1.1.1.
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for laboratories testing unprocessed cargoes,
which frequently contain pebble-like stones
above that size. Nickel ore, in particular, often
has a very high proportion of lumps above
7mm. Iron ore fines are generally somewhat
finer, but some cargoes also have a significant
proportion of lumps above 7mm. The most
frequent workaround to avoid this problem is
to screen out all particles above 7mm prior to
analysis and to conduct the TML test only on
the proportion that is below 7mm in size.
When doing so, it is essential that the
particles above 7mm are removed from both
the sample submitted for TML testing and the
samples used to certify the moisture content
of the cargo.
Failure to do so will
systematically overstate the safety of the
cargo and may therefore lead to cargoes
being accepted for loading that are actually
unsafe.
Because of the non-uniform nature of
unprocessed ore cargoes, samples from every
single cargo need to be submitted for
laboratory TML testing. Shippers therefore
need to have a suitably equipped and
qualified laboratory close at hand for TML
testing to achieve acceptable turnaround
times between sampling and certification.
This differs from shippers of concentrate
cargoes, who only need to submit one sample
every six months, and therefore do not find it
onerous to courier samples to reputable
laboratories overseas. TML testing is a
specialised task, and there are few
laboratories worldwide who have a track
record of obtaining reproducible results and
participating in inter-laboratory comparisons
over many years. None of these are in the
main exporting countries of unprocessed ores.
In India, shippers of iron ore fines used to
ignore their SOLAS obligations to provide a
TML certificate until quite recently.
Independent laboratories offering TML testing
have only started to operate in the country
after the 2007 monsoons. Although there are
now many laboratories in India, all of them
were started quite recently and therefore
there is little or no experience data available
to assess their reproducibility and consistency
with leading international laboratories. To
date, there has been no centralised
accreditation or inter-laboratory testing effort
to establish the soundness of the test
procedures used by Indian laboratories.
In Indonesia, the Philippines and New
Caledonia, mining locations are typically very
remote indeed, and loading takes place at

The carriage of nickel ore from
the Philippines and Indonesia –
The insurance position
Advice should be sought regarding the position under the P&I
and hull and machinery policies before agreeing to carry nickel
ore from certain ports.

The previous article in this issue of Gard
News, by Brookes Bell, identifies the
potential problems and dangers facing a
shipowner who is asked to load a cargo of
nickel ore in the ports and places
mentioned in that article. Any owner who
is asked to load such a cargo is
recommended to contact Gard in relation
to either their P&I cover or their hull and
machinery cover, or both if both are
placed with Gard, for advice as to the
position under the relevant insurance
policy(s) if it is decided to load the cargo
on offer.
Each case will be considered on its own
merits, but some general comments can
be made.
Firstly, it is essential that a
shipowner identifies accurately and
informs the insurers of the nature and
characteristics of the cargo his ship will be
carrying. Rule 7 of Gard’s P&I Rules for
Ships deals with a situation where the risk
is altered. A similar rule concerning hull
and machinery insurances can be found in
§§ 3-8 to 3-13 of the Norwegian Marine
Insurance Plan.
It seems clear from
Brookes Bell’s article that a ship may be
invited to load cargo with characteristics
which have either been misdeclared by
the shippers, or which can not be
ascertained accurately by the tests which
have, according to the shippers, been
performed. In such circumstances, it is

natural anchorages close to the mines, well
away from any sophisticated infrastructure.
The mines therefore generally operate their
own flow table for TML testing in their
in-house laboratories rather than using
independent laboratories. On closer scrutiny,

likely that Gard will take the view that the
risk being assumed by an owner who,
nevertheless, agrees to load such a cargo is
altered.
Rule 74 of Gard’s P&I Rules (Unlawful
trades, etc.) may also be relevant insofar
as the loading and carriage of
misdeclared nickel ore can be considered
to be an “unlawful, unsafe or unduly
hazardous trade or voyage”.
Furthermore, and although not stated
explicitly in Gard’s P&I Rules, it is a
condition of cover that any dangerous
cargo is carried in full compliance with
the IMO Code of Safe Practice for Solid
Bulk Cargoes (the BC Code). Similarly, the
BC Code may be considered as a safety
regulation in relation to hull and
machinery policies, whereby a breach of
the Code may affect cover. See for
instance § 3-22 and § 3-25 of the
Norwegian Marine Insurance Plan. The
circumstances described by Brookes Bell
indicate clearly that the insufficient
and/or inaccurate testing performed by
the shippers and the resulting inability on
their part to accurately state the
characteristics of the cargo as required
by the BC Code mean that such
requirements will almost certainly not
have been met. 

many of these in-house laboratories have
been found to be poorly equipped and to
depart significantly, and sometimes grossly,
from the test procedures set out in the IMSBC
Code. 
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New guidance for stuffing
containers
The International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) and the World Shipping Council
(WSC) have published new industry guidance for shippers and container stuffers
concerning the safe transport of containers by sea.

Much has been written recently, both in Gard
News and other publications, about the
importance of properly and correctly stuffing
containers and accurately declaring the
contents, and of the risk of loss and damage
to people, the environment and property if
this is not done. Gard has direct experience
of a major casualty caused by a shipper’s
failure to accurately describe to the carrier the
nature of goods loaded in a container.1
One other example may stand for many. In
September 2007, the UK Marine Accident
Investigation Branch (MAIB) published its
report into the collapse, on the laden passage
of a short-sea container vessel, of a stack of
seven 30-foot containers, the top three of
which contained dangerous cargo. The
synopsis of the report2 noted that the cause
of the collapse was the fact that the

maximum allowable stack weight had been
exceeded, with some of the individual
containers exceeding their declared weights.

“Gard has direct experience
of a major casualty caused
by a shipper’s failure to
accurately describe to the
carrier the nature of goods
loaded in a container.”
The MAIB made a number of comments and
recommendations as to the need for better
cargo planning operations and clearer
communication between the relevant parties.
In
particular,
it
recommended
the
International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) to
“work with industry to develop, then promote
adherence to, a best practice safety code”.
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Together with the World Shipping Council
(WSC), the ICS has done just that.
This
guidance, “Safe Transport of Containers by Sea
– Industry Guidance for Shippers and Container
Stuffers”, is also supported by the Global
Shippers’ Forum. The guidance is extracted
from “Safe Transport of Containers by Sea –
Guidelines on Best Practices”, which was
published by ICS and WSC late last year.
The “Industry Guidance for Shippers and
Container Stuffers” is being distributed free
of charge throughout the shipping industry
and
can
be
downloaded
from
www.marisec.org/containers. The guidance
is short (eight pages, of which six are text)
and is sub-divided into sections covering, for
example, “Checking the Container” and
“Safety and Securing”. Section 4, entitled
“General Stowage”, is one of the most
important; it identifies the need for uniform
stowage and covers the way in which
different types of goods, e.g., bagged cargo,
drums and barrels and bulk liquids, should be
stowed and secured.
Although the guidelines are not legally
binding, it is hoped that they will be followed
by shippers and carriers world-wide. Owners
and operators are recommended to use this
guidance when receiving bookings from
shippers. 

1

Containers: proper stuffing and accurate description of contents are very important.

See the article “English law – has justice finally
been done on the calcium hypochlorite cases?” in
Gard News issue No. 196.
2
The synopsis of the report can be found at
www.maib.gov.uk/cms_resources.cfm?file=/Annabel
la_Synopsis.pdf.

Carriage of dangerous cargo –
Questions to ask before you say yes
The shipment of dangerous cargo is now commonplace in many
trades. This article is aimed at those operating in trades where
the carriage of dangerous cargo is not an ordinary occurrence.
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Whilst cargoes can be legally dangerous as
well as physically dangerous, this article is
written in the context of the latter.
Unfortunately, there has been a number of
cases in which crews and their ships have
been lost because of dangerous cargoes (e.g.,
due to liquefaction) or have suffered harm
from fires/explosions caused by dangerous
cargoes.1 The sad truth is that there are some
ship operators who probably do not know
they are carrying a dangerous cargo because
shippers misdeclare them, in some cases
deliberately. The commentary below
summarises some of the main questions to be
asked before agreeing to carry dangerous
cargoes, perhaps starting with the most
important question: who is shipping? It is in
the industry’s interest, and particularly the
ships’ crews’, to avoid doing business with socalled “rogue shippers”.

that party’s experience in shipping such cargo,
and whether they have previously been
connected with any accidents or rogue
shipments. Of course, rogue shippers can be
expected to change names, so be aware of

“Is the party
shipping dangerous
cargo reliable and
trustworthy?”
newly-formed companies. If the request or
order is from time charterers, it is still
important to indentify and research the
underlying shipper. In summary: is the party
asking to ship/shipping dangerous cargo
reliable and trustworthy?

What can you refuse to carry?
Who is shipping?
If the request to ship dangerous cargo (or
cargo which, given its description, may be
dangerous but not declared as such) is made
by a party with whom the carrier has had no
previous
dealings
or
experience,
investigations ought to be undertaken as to

Under a time charterparty, the charterer has
relative freedom to employ the ship on lawful
trades and to load lawful cargoes, but
shipowners can exclude their right to load
certain cargoes. Therefore, before entering
any time charter, particularly a long one,
shipowners should think carefully about

which dangerous cargoes they wish to
exclude. Standard form time charterparties
usually contain a cargo exclusion clause, but
not all require the shipowners’ prior written
consent. It is up to the owner to name cargoes
he wishes to exclude from carriage and it is
worth doing some research (and maybe
obtaining expert advice) before doing so. It
may be easier to expressly state which
cargoes are allowed under the charterparty,
to the exclusion of all others without prior
written consent. Regulations may require
certain fire-fighting arrangements or ships of
special construction/strengthening for the
carriage of dangerous cargoes and for a
document of compliance to be issued before
dangerous cargoes can be carried. Also, there
may be limitations on the quantity of
dangerous cargo that the ship can carry, e.g.,
for structural/stability reasons and/or
because of restrictions under the IMDG Code.
On smaller ships, the simple ability to safely
segregate certain goods may be an issue.

1
See article “Liquefaction of unprocessed mineral
ores – Iron ore fines and nickel ore” elsewhere in this
issue of Gard News.”

What are you asked to carry?
It is all too common for dangerous goods to
be misdeclared. It also happens that they get
incorrectly or incompletely named. Different
companies, countries and trades may also use
different names for specific dangerous
cargoes.2 It is important to establish the exact
cargo you are dealing with by obtaining
details on its physical and chemical

“It is important to establish
the exact cargo you are
dealing with by obtaining
details on its physical and
chemical properties, its
hazards and origin.”
properties, its hazards and origin. It is then a
case of referring to the relevant
codes/regulations, such as SOLAS, BC Code
and IMDG Code, to establish the relevant
carriage guidance. It is important to note,
however, that the cargo lists in the IMDG and
IMSBC Codes are not exhaustive, which is why
details from shippers on cargo properties and
hazards are important. Care should be taken
to refer to any amendments to the relevant
codes/regulations and/or their very latest
version (only recently has a new BC Code
been introduced – now named the IMSBC
Code). Guidance can be sought from the P&I
Club or other industry bodies and if necessary
advice can be obtained from experts. With
reference to the IMSBC Code, it should be
noted that a number of specific cargoes may
be grouped together under a general entry,
e.g., mineral concentrates and metal sulphide
concentrates.

What are the dangers/hazards posed
by the cargo?
Once the cargo has been correctly identified,
the carrier should seek to fully understand the
dangers posed by that cargo to the ship and
crew. Beyond what is provided in relevant
codes/regulations,
research
can
be
undertaken with relevant industry bodies, the
P&I Club,3 flag state4 and port state. It is
important to be aware that codes such as the
IMDG Code and IMSBC Code may not be
completely comprehensive. For example,
some ores, fines and concentrates that may
liquefy may not be identified as cargoes
possessing that hazard in the IMSBC Code. If
necessary, expert advice can be sought. The
cargo may be dangerous by its very nature
(for instance, it poses chemical hazards), but
others may only become dangerous in certain

circumstances. The carrier should have a basic
understanding of how and why the cargo can
become dangerous – it may depend on the
rate at which it is loaded, its mass/density
within a given cargo space, its moisture
content, temperature or contact with certain
solids/liquids/gases. It is worth remembering
that seemingly safe cargoes can create
dangerous situations; for example wood can
cause oxygen depletion with the obvious risk
that poses to those that may seek to enter the
cargo space.

What does the ship/crew need to
safely carry dangerous cargo?
The ship may need to be of a certain
construction or strengthening for the carriage
of dangerous cargo. It may also need special
equipment, such as fire-fighting apparatus, a
nitrogen generator for inerting, temperature
monitoring, gas detection devices, protective
clothing for the crew. The crew will need to
be
provided
with
the
relevant
codes/regulations
containing
guidance
material on safe carriage and on responding
to accidents involving dangerous cargo (e.g.,
the Medical First Aid Guide for Use in
Accidents Involving Dangerous Goods). Of
course, and most importantly, the crew will
need to know exactly what dangerous cargo
they are carrying (and, indeed, the answers
to many of the questions posed in this article
– and more).

What should the shippers provide?
The shippers should provide the exact cargo
that the carrier has agreed to carry. The cargo
actually presented for shipment may well
differ from that first declared/notified and the
carrier should check this before any cargo is
loaded. Obviously, this will be difficult with
packaged/containerised cargo, but at least
external labels should be checked.
Documentation should also match the cargo
presented for shipment and that which the
carrier has agreed to carry. Full and proper
documentation is a key aspect in the carriage
of dangerous cargo and, again, no cargo
should be loaded in absence of this.
Unfortunately, there have been many
instances in which shippers have simply failed
to provide the required documentation.5
Documentary requirements are set out in the
relevant regulations/codes and, essentially,
form the basis of the information on the
dangerous cargo which the carrier needs as
evidence that the goods/cargo is safe for
carriage, to alert the carrier and his crew to
the relevant hazards, and to guide the

carrier/his crew on safe carriage and how to
react in the case of emergency. The
information should be provided sufficiently in
advance to enable precautions to be put into
effect by the carrier. The shipper’s
documentation should include analysis
certificates for key safety parameters, such as
the moisture content, flow moisture point and
transportable moisture limit for a bulk cargo
that may liquefy. The shipper should provide
the relevant declarations that the information
provided is accurate. The information provided
should be truly representative of the cargo
actually loaded. Key safety parameters stated
in generic material safety data sheets may
not be specific to the cargo to be loaded and
should be treated with caution in the absence
of analysis certificates that are specific to the
cargo to be loaded. Sadly, there have been
instances in which shippers’ certificates have

“Full and proper
documentation is a key
aspect in the carriage of
dangerous cargo and, again,
no cargo should be loaded
in absence of this.”
been found not to be truly representative of
the cargo’s key safety parameters, which is
why it is extremely important for the carrier
not to place full reliance on them. If the
carrier is in any doubt, he should consider
arranging his own tests (see below). In
addition to documentation, dangerous cargo
in a packaged form should be properly
packaged and labelled by the shipper.

What does your contract say?
Cargo exclusions in time charterparties have
already been mentioned, but what else does
the charterparty say about the carriage of
dangerous cargo? Is the master entitled to
refuse to load, or, if already loaded, to unload
and dispose of dangerous cargo that is unsafe

2

See for example the article “Understanding the
different direct reduced iron products” in Gard News
issue No. 178.
3
See Gard’s for example Loss Prevention Circular No.
07-03, “The dangers of carrying Direct Reduced Iron
(DRI)”.
4
See for example the UK MCA Marine Guidance Note
MGN 107 (M) in reference to The Merchant Shipping
(Carriage of Cargoes) Regulations 1999.
5
See the article “Shipowners stand firm against lack
of proper BC Code documentation” in Gard News
issue No.193.
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chemist), but not the risks produced by a
particular cargo, which are of a totally
different kind (whether in nature or degree)
from those attached to the carriage of the
described cargo, and which should fall on the
shippers/charterers. In a recent case6 the
English courts decided that a carrier’s right of
indemnity against a shipper was not limited
to a situation where the dangerous nature
was the sole or dominant cause of the loss,
but where in any event the damage would
not have occurred except for the peculiar
characteristics
of
the
actual
cargo
shipped.7The position under English law can
be contrasted with that under US law, which
appears to be more onerous for the
shipowner.8
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Can test for moisture content.
for carriage at charterers’ time, risk and
expense? If the contract incorporates or will
be compulsorily subject to the Hague/HagueVisby/Hamburg Rules, it should be noted that
all these Rules contain provisions with regard
to dangerous cargoes. For example, the
Hague-Visby Rules provide (in Article IV
Rule 6):
“Goods of an inflammable, explosive or
dangerous nature to the shipment whereof
the carrier, master or agent of the carrier has
not consented with knowledge of their nature
and character, may at any time before
discharge be landed at any place, or
destroyed or rendered innocuous by the
carrier without compensation and the shipper
of such goods shall be liable for all damages
and expenses directly or indirectly arising out
of or resulting from such shipment. If any such
goods shipped with such knowledge and
consent shall become a danger to the ship or
cargo, they may in like manner be landed at
any place, or destroyed or rendered
innocuous by the carrier without liability on
the part of the carrier except to general
average, if any.”
The applicable law and jurisdiction under the
contract are also worth considering. Will these

result in ready access to justice in the event
of a dispute or casualty involving dangerous
cargo? It should be kept in mind that the law
covering liability for loss/damage arising out
of the shipment of dangerous goods varies
from country to country. Under English
common law charterers/shippers would risk
being in breach of an implied and absolute
undertaking if they were to load cargo
without notice of its peculiar characteristics
which endanger the ship, unless the owners
or their crew knew or ought reasonably to

“The stowage of dangerous
goods is often an important
factor in their safe carriage
and it is worth considering
who will be responsible for
stowage under the contract.”
have known of them. In the context of cargo
which is known to be dangerous, English case
law suggests that owners should be regarded
as having contracted to bear risks which can
be avoided by appropriate methods of
carriage for the goods of the relevant type
(the owners being expected to keep up to
date with the correct carriage methods but
not to have the knowledge of an expert

If the Hague/Hague-Visby Rules apply, a claim
by the carrier against the shipper under
Article IV Rule 6 would, under English law, be
defeated if the carrier breached his duty to
exercise due diligence to make ship
seaworthy and that was a contributing cause
of damage resulting from shipment of
dangerous cargo. This is very relevant, as
shown in the case of the EURASIAN DREAM.9In
that case the English courts decided that a
pure car carrier was rendered unseaworthy as
a result of the operators’ failure to provide the
vessel with specific documentation dealing
with the peculiar danger of fire on car carriers
and the precautions to be taken to avoid such
fires.
The stowage of dangerous goods is often an
important factor in their safe carriage and it
is worth considering who would be
responsible for stowage under the contract. In
a recent English court case (involving the
negligent stowage of dangerous cargo next to
a ship’s bunker tanks),10 it was found that
where a charterparty allocated responsibility
for the stowage to the charterers, the
shipowners had no responsibility to the
charterers for damages consequent on
improper stowage, even if it rendered the

6
CSAV v. Sinochem Tianjin Import and Export Corp.
(The ACONCAGUA) [2009] EWHC 1880 (Comm).
7
See article “Has justice finally been done in the
calcium hypochlorite cases?” in Gard News issue No.
196.
8
See article “The DG HARMONY on appeal” in Gard
News issue No. 191.
9
See article “An insight into the interpretation and
implementation of the ISM Code” in Gard News issue
No. 169.
10
CSAV v. MS ER Hamburg Schiffahrtsgesellschaft
mbH & Co KG (The ER HAMBURG) [2006] EWHC 483
(Comm).

vessel unseaworthy. The outcome of the case
would almost certainly have been different
had the words “and responsibility” been
added to clause 8 of New York Produce
Exchange form charter.
It should not be forgotten that, when
negotiating contract terms, the shipowner has
an opportunity to stipulate what the
shippers/charterers are obliged to provide in
advance of loading dangerous cargo and what
the carrier is entitled to do if the
shipper/charterer does not comply. This can
be particularly relevant if the place of loading
has a history of problem or rogue shipments.
Consideration can also be given to making
contractual provision for full co-operation
from cargo interests, full access to the cargo
ashore for possible inspection/sampling and
for analysis at specific laboratories which can
be relied upon to give accurate results
(preferably being at owner’s option to invoke
such provisions, whilst not relieving charterers

“The carriage of dangerous
cargo can, in certain
circumstances, prejudice the
carrier’s insurance cover.”

Gard’s Rules for P&I cover (Alteration of Risk)
sets out the consequences of an alteration of
risk not disclosed to the Club: one being that
the member has no cover for liability, loss,
cost or expense caused or increased by the
alteration of the risk.
Gard’s P&I Rule 74 (Unlawful Trades etc.)
provides that:
“The Association shall not cover liabilities,
losses, costs or expenses arising out of or
consequent upon the Ship carrying
contraband, blockade running or being
employed in or on an unlawful, unsafe or
unduly hazardous trade or voyage”.
The words “unsafe or unduly hazardous trade
or voyage” may be of particular relevance in
the context of carriage of dangerous cargo,
and some guidance may be derived from the
legal principles which govern contracts of
carriage. Other Club Rules, such as Rule 8
(Classification and Certification of the Ship),
requiring
compliance
with
statutory
requirements of the ship’s flag state, and Rule
73 (Nuclear Perils), which sets out certain
exclusions with regard to the carriage of
nuclear material, may also be relevant.

Where/when is the carriage to/from?
and cargo interests of the primary obligation
to provide full and accurate documentation).
Such provisions would need to be carefully
considered on a case by case basis as the
ultimate effect could be to make it more
difficult for an owner to refuse to carry a cargo
in respect of which doubts still remain.

What is your insurance cover?
It is important to be aware that the carriage of
dangerous cargo can, in certain circumstances,
prejudice the carrier’s insurance cover. There
may be a warranty in the insurance contract
that no dangerous cargoes will be carried, or
that they will only be carried in accordance
with relevant regulations. In the absence of
any warranty, a general duty of disclosure
applies at the inception of an insurance
contract (see for example Rule 6 of Gard’s
Rules for P&I cover). If a vessel’s trade in
dangerous cargo is not made known to the
insurer and the insurer could not be
reasonably expected to know of such trade,
insurance cover could be prejudiced. Similarly,
a radical change in the trade of the ship from
one which has, for example, involved the
carriage of steel to one involving the carriage
of dangerous cargo in bulk could well be
deemed to be an alteration of the risk
requiring disclosure to the insurer. Rule 7 of

Another important consideration when asked
to carry dangerous cargo is the place/country
of shipment. Sadly, a number of countries
have a poor reputation for the shipment of
dangerous cargoes, probably due to a lack of
internal controls and/or sanctions on
shippers. P&I Club circulars and articles can be
referred to for guidance in this regard. The
nature of the voyage and the ship’s
remoteness from assistance should also be
considered. A long voyage through predictably
heavy weather may, for example, raise
additional concern. Having considered these
factors, decisions can be taken on how best
to safeguard the crew and the ship.

How to manage the peculiar risks?
If the decision is that the ship can carry
dangerous cargo, it is worth spending time
considering how the risks peculiar to the
dangerous cargo in question can be best
managed and minimised. The most important
phase is pre-carriage and, as already
mentioned, the carrier should put in place his
own checks to ensure that the cargo
presented for shipment is safe for carriage.11
Finding out how and where a dangerous bulk
cargo susceptible to liquefaction has been
stored and for how long is useful to know
when moisture content of the cargo is the key

safety parameter. Performing the carrier’s
own tests on the cargo can be as simple as
the crew performing a “can test”12 but if in
any doubt proper representative sampling and
reliable analysis will need to be considered. It
goes without saying that the crew will need
to be properly briefed before loading, and all
crew members should be aware of the
location and dangers of the cargo. It may be
necessary to display signs prohibiting entry
into spaces containing dangerous cargo
and/or properly notify third parties involved
in the carriage, such as stevedores and
terminal personnel, about the dangerous
cargo.
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“If an accident does occur,
it will have been prudent to
have drilled the crew in the
emergency procedures as
the speed and thoroughness
of the response can often
make the difference.”
Perhaps most importantly, the crew will need
to know the warning signs that something is
going wrong with the cargo and how they
should respond. If an accident does occur, it
will have been prudent to have drilled the
crew in the emergency procedures as the
speed and thoroughness of the response can
often make the difference. The lessons learnt
from previous incidents are extremely
valuable: they demonstrate the importance
of proper risk assessment13 and quick access
to accurate information and expert
advice/assistance.14

Why should you take the risk?
After reading this article you may ask yourself:
“why should I take the risk of carrying
dangerous cargo”? No doubt the vast majority
of dangerous cargo is carried successfully and
without problem. On the occasions when
problems do occur, the consequences can
be severe. A cautious approach is always
to be recommended. As always, prevention
is better than cure. 

11

See for example Loss Prevention Circular No. 15-08
“Loading of hot coal at Maputo, Mozambique”.
12
See the article “Shipowners stand firm against lack
of proper BC Code documentation” in Gard News
issue No.193.
13
See for example the article “P&I incident –
dangerous goods container overboard” in Gard News
issue No. 179.
14
See for example the article “Facing the challenge
of fire at sea” in Gard News issue No. 175.
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Hull and machinery –
“Cold straightening” of bent shafts

14

Class-approved cold straightening of bent shafts becomes more and more
popular due to the time and cost benefits compared to replacement with new
shafts.

Some casualties involve damage to machinery
parts which are considered very difficult to
repair or deemed irreparable. This includes
various types of shafts, such as propeller
shafts and rudderstock. Large diameter shafts
are subject to bending, which can occur
during manufacturing, processing or in
subsequent use. Such bending can occur in
the rough forging of the shaft and when
machining to final dimensions. In lively
forgings the final cut for a keyway or similar
can create bends. In some circumstances, the
shafts will become bent after a period of use,
or for example if a propeller strikes an
obstruction.
Whether or not a shaft is reparable can
sometimes give rise to disagreement

between
shipowners,
manufacturers,
repairers, classification societies and
underwriters, and will require all parties to
consider closely the various methods of repair
available in the market. In the past few years

“Cold straightening has
saved shipowners and
underwriters substantial
time and money.”

Gard has had experience with a particular
repair method for shafts known as “cold
straightening”, which has saved shipowners
and underwriters substantial time and money.

An example of a shaft before cold straightening repair.

The “cold straightening” method
The cold straightening technique is more than
40 years old and has developed and improved
over time. The latest technology allows
straightening of shafts of all sizes – from
20mm to more than 1,000mm in diameter
and more than 25 metres in length – as well
as straightening the shaft within very narrow
tolerances, even more precise than when the
shaft was manufactured in the first place. Cold
straightening equipment consists basically of
hydraulic presses equipped with numerical
control and sensors for dimensional inspection
of parts.
Cold straightening does not affect the
metallurgy of the shaft, as it actually releases
stress from the material. This differs from

The shaft after cold straightening repair.
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Another example of a shaft before cold straightening repair.

other straightening methods, such as the hotspot method which uses heat and puts stress
on the material, affecting the metallurgy of
the shaft.
The cold straightening method is favoured
because of its accuracy and quick delivery
time. The most common shafts can be
straightened within 24 to 48 hours and for
only a fraction of the cost of a replacement.
Advantages associated with the cold
straightening method include the following:
– It is fully approved by all major classification
societies.
– It is considered to be a permanent repair.
– The result is equivalent to a new shaft.
– It is fast and cost effective.
– The metallurgy of the shaft material is not
adversely affected.

An example of successful “cold
straightening” repairs
In one recent case, a vessel grounded and the
propeller shaft was bent substantially, being

The shaft after cold straightening repair.

considered irreparable in the first instance.
However, the parties agreed to forward the
propeller shaft to a company specialising in
cold straightening, in order to consider the
possibility of repairing the shaft before
deciding to replace it with a new one.

The bent propeller shaft
The vessel had suffered extensive propeller
shaft and rudder damage when it hit a rock
off the Norwegian coast. The propeller shaft

“The cold straightening
method is favoured
because of its accuracy
and quick delivery time.”

had only turned half around when it was
blocked and pulled approximately one metre
out of the stern tube. The vessel suffered
water ingress, but was safely towed into a
quay. Subsequent examination showed that

the propeller shaft had suffered massive
damage and was heavily bent (see
photograph on page 14). The manufacturing
of a new propeller shaft would require more
than four months, so other alternatives were
sought. Cold straightening was proposed and
found to be much cheaper and faster than
commissioning a new shaft. The propeller
shaft was transported to the repair company
and within one week the cold straightening
repairs had resulted in a 0.01mm deflection
from centre line, being successfully completed
to full class approval as permanent repairs
without any recommendation. Later, the shaft
surface was machined 1mm off and executed
within the demands of class.
This incident illustrates the importance of
considering alternative repair methods, such
as cold straightening, when shafts are heavily
bent.
We wish to thank MarineShaft, Hirtshals,
Denmark, for their contribution in the
preparation of this article. 
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The thin line between a
sound, proud ship and a wreck
By Alan Reid,
P&I Associates, Durban, South Africa.
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As a P&I correspondent, one quickly learns to expect the unexpected, and the
evening of 26th June 2006 was no exception to the rule.

Emergency response
A quiet supper at home was interrupted by a
telephone call from a surveyor colleague at
the port of East London to advise that a
container ship, the SAFMARINE AGULHAS, was
reportedly grounded near the entrance to the
port. The surveyor advised that he was going
to port control to obtain further information
and would call back. A quick check on the
internet revealed details of the vessel and the
identity of the P&I Club and by the time the
surveyor had confirmed that the vessel was
indeed aground just outside the port, I had
been able to speak to the person on duty on
Gard’s emergency response telephone and
relay information with regard to the casualty.
The first 24 hours of any marine casualty are
always a period of high activity and certainly
this case was no exception. After ascertaining

that the vessel was in fact hard aground and,
due to inclement weather, no attempt would
be made to re-float her that evening, I
realised that the matter was of a serious
nature and it was imperative to gather as
much information as possible in order to
protect the Club and the member’s position.
Consequently, a number of phone calls were
made to various authorities including the
National Ports Authority (NPA) and South
African Maritime Safety Authority (SAMSA), at
the same time as information with regard to
the tidal range and weather forecast was
collated. In addition, a maritime lawyer and
engineer surveyor were retained.
I was able to speak with the Master, who
informed that there were no casualties on
board and that the crew were, in his opinion,

safe to remain on the vessel and there was
therefore no need to evacuate them. The
Master further advised that regular soundings
of the vessel’s cargo holds, ballast tanks and
fuel tanks were being made and the hull
appeared to be intact with no ingress of water
and most importantly no observed loss of fuel
or pollution. The Master was advised to
contact us at any time should he feel it might
be necessary to evacuate the crew.
Whilst I was booking a flight from Durban to
East London to attend the casualty, my wife,
who has plenty of experience with me
dashing away quickly for shipping matters,
said she would pack a bag for me and asked:
“How many days?”. I weighed up matters
and said “three days”. However, that first trip
to East London lasted 19 days, as the vessel
was never re-floated and the matter ended in
an expensive wreck removal.
When my flight arrived at East London early
the next morning it was confirmed that a LOF
agreement had been concluded between the
owners and a salvage contractor.

Attendance on board

5th August: the vessel breaks into two sections.

Our surveyor colleague at East London had
also been working hard with arrangements
throughout the night and had booked a
helicopter from East London Airport, as
getting to the vessel by any other means
would have been very hazardous due to the
sea conditions on the other side of the
breakwater. After confirming with the Master
by mobile phone the best place to winch us
down to the vessel, I gave the necessary
instructions to the helicopter pilot and within

vessel to commence the investigation and the
gathering of evidence.

Re-floating attempt

Lifting the accommodation section.
five minutes we were circling the vessel so
that I could take some photographs of the
exterior hull. The first impression of the
vessel was that she was lying approximately
100 metres off the breakwater, almost
parallel to it. With the exception of the
bulbous bow, the top section of which
appeared to be missing, the vessel seemed to
be upright and without any other visible
damage. By 08h00 on 27th June I was
winched down to the vessel together with a
representative of the salvage contractors.
Upon arrival on board, we had a briefing with
the Master and senior officers and they made
available to us the status of the cargo,
bunkers, ballast and also soundings around
the vessel. It was confirmed that the salvage
contractors had concluded a LOF agreement
with the owners and although SCOPIC was
incorporated into the contract, SCOPIC had not
yet been invoked.
I informed the Master and senior officers that
it would be necessary to gather evidence and
information as to the cause of the vessel’s
grounding and that they should be cautious
about speaking to any third parties and that it
was essential that all evidence and
information be retained. They were also
informed that an engineer surveyor and a
maritime lawyer had been appointed and
both would be attending on board the vessel
either later that day or the following day.
The situation on board the vessel was that the
hull was still intact and no ingress of water
into any compartments had been detected;
however, there was a considerable amount of
movement of the vessel, particularly at high
water, and there was therefore concern that
the hull would be breached.

By 28th June, the full salvage team was on
site and the tug SMIT AMANDLA had also
arrived from Cape Town. That afternoon a
meeting was held with the East London
harbour authorities and SAMSA and a salvage
plan was discussed. At this stage it was
believed that the vessel could be re-floated and
the fact that the hull was still intact seemed to
support the notion that re-floating would not
take too long. Bearing the above in mind,
SAMSA and NPA gave the necessary approval
for the re-floating attempt to take place that
evening. Equipment was transferred to the
casualty; the tug was placed in position off the
port bow of the vessel and connected to the
vessel using a floating, or “Dyneema”, towline.
At this early stage SCOPIC had not been invoked
and, as there was no shipowners casualty
representative (SCR), I had to act as the liaison
and monitoring person for the Club and the
member, so I attended the various meetings
with the salvage contractors, NPA and SAMSA.
On 28th June the appointed lawyer and the
engineer surveyor also attended on board the

Despite initial ballasting of the vessel to
restrict the movement and thus possible
damage to the hull, the vessel was deballasted during the evening of 28th June for
the re-floating attempt and the stern of the
vessel came very close to and partially against
the breakwater. As high tide approached, the
tug increased power and the first re-floating
attempt commenced. However, in the early
evening water started entering into the
engine room from the point of contact with
the breakwater on the starboard quarter.
Ingress of water into the engine room was
fairly slow and was something that could be
managed with the vessel’s own pumps, so
after taking the necessary precautions to
avoid pollution, pumping of the engine room
commenced. By the time of the first refloating attempt, the Department of
Environmental Affairs (DEA&T) had one of
their pollution patrol vessels stationed
offshore and had taken the necessary
precautions of alerting various leisure
facilities, including the East London Aquarium,
of the possibility of oil pollution emanating
from the vessel. At the time of stranding the
vessel had about 662 MT of heavy fuel oil on
board. The cargo on board at the time was
469 containers of which 17 contained
hazardous cargo and 112 were empty.
In the first re-floating attempt, the movement
of the vessel was quite violent and at times it
was almost impossible to keep level footing
on the vessel with the irregular banging of
the hull against the breakwater, then in about
two-metre high swell conditions. Just before
2200 hrs the salvage team realised that

Pulling the bow section onto the breakwater before cutting.
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engine room was flooded and power had to
be provided to the vessel by emergency
power packs located ashore. By 10th July the
vessel was visibly hogging and crease marks
were noted in the hull near her mid-length –
it was obvious that catastrophic failure was
inevitable.
Despite the above, the salvage team
persevered with the oil removal and container
discharge, but by the middle of July fuel oil
had entered cargo hold No. 2 from the fuel
deep tank located between holds No. 2 and
3. This made the removal of containers quite
difficult and skimming devices had to be
placed in the hold to skim off the oil that had
not yet been recovered and also the
containers had to be cleaned prior to being
landed ashore.
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Bird’s-eye view of the engine room being pulled ashore.

re-floating was not going to be an easy
matter and with the ingress of water into the
engine room they deemed it appropriate to
invoke SCOPIC. SCOPIC was invoked at 22h00.
As mentioned previously, this first trip to East
London lasted 19 days – every day being spent
on the vessel, monitoring the situation,
gathering evidence and assisting the appointed
lawyer to take statements. At the end of each
day a joint operations committee (JOC) met in a
conference room at East London Port Control: all
of the major role players attended, including
SAMSA, NPA, DEA&T, shipowners, hull
underwriters and local disaster management.

Fuel and cargo
After the first re-floating attempt SAMSA
ordered all the fuel to be taken off the vessel
to minimise the impact of pollution should the
vessel start to break up. Due to the close
proximity of the vessel to the breakwater
(albeit the vessel being on the wrong side of
the breakwater), the salvage contractors
made arrangements to bring in a mobile
crane which was positioned on the
breakwater. Coincidentally the breakwater
also had a rail line and the salvors were able
to obtain empty tank rail wagons which were
brought down to the breakwater so fuel oil
could be pumped across from the vessel to
the rail tank wagons. Despite the fact that the
engine room was taking in water, the vessel’s
pumps, together with pumps provided by
salvors, made it possible to contain or control
the ingress of water sufficiently so that the
generators could operate and maintain the

vessel’s power supply, which in turn allowed
the vessel’s three cranes to be operated to
assist in cargo discharge.
During the oil transfer process, the discharge
of the deck containers commenced. This was
done through a combination of the ship’s own
cranes, which moved the containers from port
side to starboard, and the mobile crane, which
lifted the containers from the vessel’s
starboard and placed them on the breakwater
and subsequently on container trailers to be
taken to the container terminal.
As with most container vessels on a liner
service, there were a number of different
parties involved, and although the head
charterer was Safmarine Container Lines,
several slot charterers were involved, so there
was a fair amount of activity in respect of
demands for access to the vessel and
documentation by the head and slot charterers.

Flooded engine room
As the stern of the vessel had come closer to
the breakwater, by 30th June the salvage
team were able to rig up a timber and wiresupported gangway from the vessel to the
breakwater, almost like a suspension bridge.
The gangway certainly made access to the
vessel much easier and cheaper than the
helicopter winching operations that had been
taking place daily to get people on and off
the vessel.
Unfortunately, the shell plating damage in the
engine room worsened and by 8th July the

After the engine room flooded, the vessel’s
electrical power had to be provided from
shore, so the owners gradually reduced the
number of crew members on board – they
were of course no longer required on board,
as there was a full salvage team working on
the vessel.

Hull failure
By 26th July the vessel’s hull started to fail
at approximately mid-length, the crack
developing on the deck and up the coaming
of No. 2 hold. On a container vessel a
considerable part of the strength of the vessel
is in the hatch coamings, and the side decks are
generally very narrow, so because of the
danger of the vessel breaking, cargo operations
were only conducted during daylight hours.
On 5th August the vessel broke into two
sections with the forward hull remaining
mainly upright and the stern section listing
about 18 degrees to port. After the vessel
broke it was inevitable that the current
salvage operations had to change to a wreck
removal and negotiations took place with the
owners and their underwriters to put out to
tender a wreck removal contract. In the period
before the wreck removal contract was
awarded, a caretaker salvage agreement was
concluded between the owners and the salvage
contractors, so during this interim period a
small salvage team remained on site to, as far
as possible, maintain the wreck, monitor and,
most importantly, react to any pollution.
The following article in this issue of Gard
News looks at the wreck removal issue from
the perspective of the insurer responsible: the
P&I Club. 

A challenging wreck removal in South Africa
Following the unsuccessful salvage of the SAFMARINE
AGULHAS, reported in the previous article in this issue of
Gard News, a difficult wreck removal operation had to be
organised by Gard.
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Early involvement
Although the salvage of a vessel is primarily a
concern of the vessel’s hull and machinery
underwriters, shipowners’ P&I insurers will
often get involved in the operation from the
very beginning in order to give general
assistance to the Master and his crew and to
protect the Member’s interests, other than the
direct salvage of the vessel. This includes
taking care of crew members, monitoring
threat of pollution, looking after the cargo and
establishing
and
maintaining
good
communication with local authorities.
The incident involving the vessel SAFMARINE
AGULHAS at East London, South Africa, was no
exception, as Gard’s Durban correspondent
was winched down to the deck of the vessel
a few hours after its grounding. Relatively
soon it became clear that this incident would
develop and gradually require a huge
involvement from Gard’s side, so an
experienced claims handler was also sent
from Arendal to East London. Indeed, some
weeks after the incident the LOF/SCOPIC
contract was terminated and the vessel was
abandoned by the hull and machinery
underwriters so the salvage turned into a
wreck removal.

surveys and local enquiries. The ITT was sent
to five contractors, which could be expected
to bid for such a comprehensive and
technically complicated operation. With one
exception, the standard of the bids received
was high and reflected the detailed
investigation and surveys carried out by the
respective bidders. The common primary
wreck removal methodology offered was to
lighten the two wreck sections and either
pull, parbuckle or move them closer to the
breakwater to allow in situ wrecking. The
awkward wreck location and the climatic
conditions, with constant high swell, would
preclude attacking the wreck from the seaside, and only one of the potential contractors
proposed such approach.
As a caretaker contract was in place with the
salvage contractors, to the satisfaction of the
local authorities, and the wreck seemed to be
relatively stable in its position, it was decided
to spend some time carrying out a thorough
bid evaluation, which was done in the course
of the following couple of weeks. After a
number of meetings in London with each of
the four short-listed contractors, a relatively
clear winner emerged.

breakwater in a way so that the total wreck
was reachable. They started to discharge the
remaining containers from holds No. 2 and 3
and thereafter commenced scrapping the
upper sections of the wreck. Whilst this
lightering operation was under way, they had
to extend and reinforce the shore area which
was to be used as the scrapping platform.
In order to pull the two sections ashore, eight
chain pullers, each with 400 tons tension, had
to be used. However, before the pulling
operation could start, eight strongpoints
(deadmen) had to be constructed to be used
as a foundation for each of the chain pullers.
By the middle of January 2007 everything was
ready and the pulling of the forward section
started. It turned out that the chosen method
and the engineering calculations were correct
and crowned with success, as the whole
wreck removal operation went smoothly,
without any accidents and was completed
within the given time frame. In May the very
last section of the SAFMARINE AGULHAS was
lifted away from the scrapping platform, and
by end of June the breakwater with
surrounding areas (brought back to its original
condition) was handed back to the port.

The operation
Wreck removal contract
As a lawful wreck removal order was issued
by the South African authorities, the tendering
process for a wreck removal contract had to
start immediately. Under the terms of a
relatively detailed invitation to tender (ITT),
interested contractors were invited to attend
the casualty location in order to undertake

Shortly after the contract was awarded, the
wreck removal contractor started to mobilise
and, as soon as it had a suitable team on site,
the caretaker contract was terminated. The
wreck removal contractor’s plan was to use
three huge portal jib cranes, specially
designed to construct breakwaters, which
were to be installed at fixed positions on the

Making such an operation a success did
involve efforts from a large number of
persons from different professions and
companies, but the support of Gard’s Durban
correspondent, who attended the casualty
from the very beginning and kept overall
control throughout the whole operation, was
indisputably crucial to the outcome. 
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Lloyd’s Open Form continues
to adapt and change
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Gard News summarises some key changes to Lloyd’s Open Form over the last
100 years and considers the latest changes, which include the appointment of
a new panel of arbitrators and appeal arbitrator in November 2009, and their
potential impact on users of the LOF.

Introduction

essentially means that the contractor will not

The Lloyd’s Standard Form of Salvage
Agreements (Lloyd’s Open Form or LOF) is
well recognised as the leading international
standard salvage agreement. Since its formal
inception in January 1908, there have been
many revisions to ensure that both the form
and the arbitration system, constituted to
determine salvage awards under LOF, have
kept pace with the changing requirements of
the shipping and salvage industries.

be entitled to any salvage award unless there
is any remaining value in the property
salvaged by his efforts. Arguably, one of the
most radical overhauls to the LOF came about
in 1980 when, for the first time, the principle
of “No Cure – No Pay” was tempered by an
agreement to pay salvors’ expenses where
they
had
prevented
or
minimised
environmental damage, notwithstanding that
they had failed to save the property at risk.

Revisions to LOF

The IMO’s 1989 International Convention on
Salvage responded positively to these
developments under LOF. Article 14 of the
Convention solidified the provision of “special
compensation” to salvors, in circumstances
where they had minimised or prevented
damage to the environment.
LOF was
subsequently revised in 1990 to include
Article 14. The last revision of LOF occurred in
2000, when SCOPIC (Special Compensation
P&I Clause) was introduced to provide an
alternative regime for the determination of
environmental type claims, by the use of a set
tariff arrangement.

Over the years, LOF has undergone several
revisions in order to meet the intervening and
changing law and circumstances, severity of
maritime accidents, concern over damage to
the environment and the needs and concerns
of the shipping and salvage industries. Since

“LOF is famously headed
with the bold lettering
‘No Cure – No Pay’, which
essentially means that the
contractor will not be entitled
to any salvage award unless
there is any remaining value
in the property salvaged by
his efforts.”
1908 the actual wording of LOF has been
revised ten times. The curious can find the
years of revision marked on the bottom left
hand corner of page two of LOF.
LOF is famously headed with the bold
lettering “No Cure – No Pay”, which

Arbitration system
LOF provides for disputes to be determined by
arbitration in London. The arbitration system
has always applied the principles of English
law in the determination of awards and as a
consequence it has adapted to new
developments in the law. By tradition,
arbitrators are senior counsel (barristers) with
considerable salvage experience, appointed
from the Admiralty Bar by the Council of
Lloyd’s. The number of arbitrators sitting on

the LOF panel has varied over the years. In
recent years the panel has consisted of three
first instance arbitrators and one appeal
arbitrator.

“There are circumstances
where the decision of the
Admiralty Court may be
appealed to the Court of
Appeal and even the
Supreme Court.”
An arbitration differs from a court action in a
number of ways. The most significant one is
that a judgment in the English Admiralty Court
may be subsequently reported and made
available as a matter of public record.
However, the details of awards resulting from
salvage arbitrations have, until now, remained
private to the parties involved. There are
circumstances where the decision of the
Admiralty Court may be appealed to the Court
of Appeal and even the Supreme Court. An
arbitration award concerning salvage under
LOF may be appealed to the designated
appeal arbitrator. Any further appeals before
the English courts may only be permitted to
review whether the appeal arbitrator may
have erred on points of law. No review by the
courts is permitted as concerns assessments
of facts.

New developments
Following a thorough review of the overall
LOF arbitration system over the past two
years, the Council of Lloyd’s determined that
the appointment of arbitrators needed to be

more clearly documented and regulated.
Notice was therefore given to the panel of
arbitrators and other leading admiralty
barristers and they were invited to apply for a
position on the new and extended panel and
for the position of appeal arbitrator.
Before appointing the new arbitration panel,
an extensive consultation process was
undertaken with representatives from Lloyd’s,
the International Salvage Union, the
International Union of Marine Insurers, the
Joint Hull/Cargo committees, the International
Chamber of Shipping, the International Group
of P&I Clubs and the Admiralty Solicitors
Group, in order to collect the different user
groups’ feedback on those applying for the
panel.
Arbitrators in LOF salvage cases will now be
appointed for a fixed term of five years on the
basis that the appointments can be renewed
by the Council of Lloyd’s in its absolute
discretion. Furthermore, appointments can be
terminated by the Council upon six months’
notice (revised from the initial proposal of
three-year terms and three months’ notice
respectively). The panel of first instance
arbitrators has been increased from three to
five. Traditionally, Lloyd’s general practice has
been to appoint arbitrators to cases by way of

The Lloyd’s building in London.

a rotation system. This system will continue
to operate, but Lloyd’s has reiterated that it
has discretion concerning whom to appoint as
arbitrator in any given case, but will only
exercise this discretion if there are clear and
strong reasons for departing from the rotation
in a particular case.

“Following a thorough
review of the overall LOF
arbitration system over the
past two years, the Council
of Lloyd’s determined that the
appointment of arbitrators
needed to be more clearly
documented and regulated.”
The rules have been relaxed to allow
arbitrators to also act as counsel. However,
the Council of Lloyd’s has also taken the
opportunity to clarify the rules on conflict of
interest. In ordinary circumstances, it will
apply to cases where the arbitrator has
already been retained to act in a particular
arbitration for a party to it and is subsequently
appointed to act as arbitrator in that case.
Finally, and perhaps most significantly, the
Council of Lloyd’s is considering lifting
restrictions on the publication of the

arbitration awards themselves. If this goes
ahead, then they will be available to be
viewed by subscribers on the Lloyd’s salvage
website.
The new panel of first instance arbitrators
comprises many leading names from the
Admiralty Bar and, for a limited period, the
post of appeal arbitrator will be occupied by
the Deputy Admiralty Judge, Mr Justice Nigel
Teare, who is a former Lloyd’s appeal
arbitrator.

Conclusion
The changes described above are considered
commendable. The appointment of arbitrators
has become more transparent and other rules
governing the arbitration process have been
clarified. If it is decided to publish LOF salvage
awards in the future, this may lead to more
consistency between decisions, in much the
same way as reporting court cases assists
users of the judicial system. Whilst it is hoped
that salvage remuneration issues can be
resolved without the parties resorting to
arbitration, an efficient dispute resolution
mechanism is nonetheless important. Time
will tell how successful these new
developments will be, as LOF continues
to move forward into its second century
of use. 
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USCG marine salvage and fire-fighting
regulations for tank vessel response planning
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The issue of addressing response planning to marine salvage and fire-fighting
issues for tank vessels, in the context of marine pollution casualties, has been
faced by the US Coast Guard (USCG) for at least 20 years, but has been a topic
that has proven to be one riddled with obstacles to progress.

Designation of salvage and marine
fire-fighting resources
Certainly the need has been known for some
time – many major oil spills in the United
States involved some sort of salvage aspect
or risk. In addition, a few pollution incidents,
such as the MEGA BORG and the JUPITER in
1990, and the NORTH CAPE in 1996, involved
explosions and subsequent fires, and it should
not be forgotten that all oil spills involve a
flammable liquid and thus pose a risk of fire,
even if there is not a dramatic event of
ignition at the beginning of the incident. Tank
vessels, due to the large amounts of oil they
carry, can pose an even greater threat.
After the enactment of the Oil Pollution Act of
1990, this issue was not forgotten, and in
February 1993 general regulations regarding
designation of salvage and marine firefighting resources in tank vessel response
plans were mandated. But these regulations
were fairly general and were only meant by
the USCG to serve as a catalyst for the
development of more detailed and specific
response plans. This method of eliciting
response resource development, in the USCG’s
view, did not work well, and by 1997 the
USCG started a more formal regulatory
development process, starting with a
workshop that involved the shipping, salvage
and response industries.
However, it became apparent that these areas
of response were not as developed in the US
as had been hoped for, by both the agency
and the industry, and the initial date for
completion of detailed plans for February
1998 was shelved, with a new date for
February 2001 introduced. This deadline was

then again postponed until February 2004,
due to administrative procedural issues.

fire-fighting components has been changed,
yet again, to 22nd February 2011.

In the interim, in May 2002, a notice of
proposed rulemaking was published, and later
that same year, four public meetings were
held to gather more public input. More
administrative procedural issues caused even
further delays, and another delay in the
deadline for such regulations was
promulgated, until February 2009.

Complex area

Final Rule – Finally?
In December 2008, the USCG finally issued the
Final Rule on the subject,1 eliciting additional
comments, but the agency was seemingly
poised to meet the February 2009 deadline.

“This Final Rule is substantial
and comprehensive, and
it seems to finally address
the topic in the conclusive
manner that the USCG had
been seeking for so many
years.”
This Final Rule is substantial and
comprehensive, and it seems to finally
address the topic in the conclusive manner
that the USCG had been seeking for so many
years, with the deadline for inclusion in vessel
response plans of 1st June 2010.
But this apparent end to the twisting and
turning in the chicanes of the US regulatory
process was not to be. The USCG has now
announced that while the Final Rule is indeed
the end point of the regulatory text, the
deadline for the inclusion of the salvage and

Such a delay in the active inclusion of the
planning provisions in this area would seem
to be recognition by the USCG that this is a
complex area that still requires refinement
through input from the shipping and salvage
industries. The planning requirements are
ambitious, and are attempting to shape the
level of response capability for marine firefighting and salvage in the US, but the gap
between those standards and the current
reality of resources and personnel available in
the time frames specified are forcing the
slowdown in implementation in vessel
response plans. It will be interesting to see if
additional obstacles are encountered that will
force another delay in the future beyond
February 2011, or if the “Final Rule” will
finally be enforced at that date.
In the meantime, the provision of the
regulations requiring the placing of “funding
agreements” with companies that can provide
salvage and marine fire-fighting services in
the US is an aspect about which there is much
activity. Various vendors of such services are
developing contract forms and presentation
materials, to demonstrate their ability to
commit sufficient resources, both in personnel
and equipment, to meet these new planning
requirements. These developments are being
monitored by Gard, so additional information
may be released, as warranted. 

1
Federal Register, Vol. 73, No. 251, 31st December
2008.
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The never-ending story now at its end? –
The saga of the EXXON VALDEZ
The EXXON VALDEZ litigation continues, with the issue of “court costs” remaining
in controversy.
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More than 20 years have past since the spill in
Prince William Sound, Alaska, that pushed the
name of the EXXON VALDEZ into the worldwide media spotlight and spawned the
thousands of claims and hundreds of legal
proceedings and cases. With the passage of
time, most of the claims and cases were
settled or otherwise resolved, and normality
of sorts returned to the impact areas in
Alaska.
The final major legal dispute left was the
issue of punitive damages, fought long and
hard by Exxon and the remaining plaintiffs,
primarily consisting of groups of fishermen.
The case went up and down the appellate
court system for many years, but finally, on
25th June 2008, the US Supreme Court ruled

that punitive damages were recoverable, but
only on a 1:1 ratio with actual damages, at
USD 507.5 million.1
However, this was not the end of it. The
parties then argued about the accrual of prejudgment interest on the punitive damage
amount, a not insignificant sum of USD 470
million dollars, having become so massive due
to the passage of so many years in the court
system. Finally, in September 2009, after
more litigation about the interest issue,
agreement was reached with Exxon to pay the
interest to the claimants, and the interestrelated money was then distributed to the
various plaintiffs, ranging from a few hundred
dollars up to more that USD 100,000 in some
cases.

But is this now “the end” at last, after more
than 20 years of legal wrangling? The answer
is, almost unbelievably, yet also somewhat
predictably, “no”. Remaining in controversy
is the issue of “court costs”, said to be about
USD 70 million.

“The final major legal dispute
left was the issue of punitive
damages, fought long and hard
by Exxon and the remaining
plaintiffs, primarily consisting
of groups of fishermen.”
Under US federal law, “court costs” consist of
filing fees, duplication and documentary
expenses, witness and investigation expenses
and the like (but not including attorney fees),
that under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
are awarded to the “prevailing party” at the
end of the case. Exxon argues that, by the
reduction of its liability for the claim amounts
for which it was ultimately held liable, it in
fact was the de facto “prevailing party”,
whereas the claimants state simply that they
were awarded damages from Exxon, and
therefore, simply put, they “won” the case.
So the legal battle continues over the last
possible point, and one can only hope this will
be resolved or decided by March 2010, the
21st anniversary of the incident.
Most observers agree that the only clear
winner here were the lawyers representing all
of the various parties concerned, many of
whom could probably have based their entire
professional career on this single case. 
1

The EXXON VALDEZ: thousands of claims and hundreds of legal cases.

See article “The ‘final voyage’ of the EXXON
VALDEZ?” in Gard News issue No. 192.
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US law –
Don’t Rule B out yet
The end of Rule B attachments of electronic fund transfers had been widely
anticipated. Nevertheless, traditional Rule B attachments still survive.
24
Attachments of EFTs

Shipping Corp. of India. v. Jaldhi

On 16th October 2009, in The Shipping Corp.
of India Ltd. v. Jaldhi Overseas Pte. Ltd1 the US
Second Circuit Court of Appeals effectively put
an end to Rule B attachments of electronic
fund transfers (EFTs) being processed by
intermediary banks in New York.2 Although
the effect of this decision is that the Rule B
pendulum has swung back to pre-2002, Rule B

In Jaldhi, the issue that was raised and argued
by the parties was whether the Court of
Appeals’ Winter Storm holding should be
extended to transactions where the
defendant was the beneficiary of the EFT, as
opposed to being the originator. As expected,
the Clearing House Association opposed the
extension of Winter Storm.

“The Second Circuit
overturned the holding
that EFTs in the hands of
an intermediary bank are
attachable property under
Rule B.”
continues to offer an important and effective
means of securing jurisdiction over
defendants in the US and obtaining prejudgment/pre-arbitration award security for
maritime claims.
The court’s decision to end Rule B
attachments of EFTs had been widely
anticipated by the New York maritime bar in
the Consub Delaware LLC v. Schahin
Engenharia Limitada case,3 decided one year
earlier. Instead, the Court of Appeals in
Consub had reaffirmed the availability of Rule
B attachments of EFTs in the hands of
intermediary banks. It was therefore
surprising but not unexpected that in Jaldhi
the Court of Appeals apparently concluded
that this was the opportune time to overturn
its earlier decision in Winter Storm Shipping,
Ltd. v. TPI,4 which was responsible for opening
the floodgates to attachment of EFTs,
notwithstanding that the issue was not before
the court as it had been in the Consub case.

The Second Circuit decided that before it could
consider the issue on appeal, it first had to
reconsider Winter Storm. In a process known
as a “mini en banc” proceeding, all of the
active judges on the Second Circuit were
consulted and concluded that Winter Storm
was erroneously decided, thereby overturning
the holding that EFTs in the hands of an
intermediary bank are attachable property
under Rule B. The holding was further justified
by the Court of Appeals by the significant
number of applications processed by the New
York banks and being heard by the federal
courts. Then the Second Circuit went one step
further, recognising that federal maritime law
does not govern the issue, but rather that it is
controlled by New York State law which,
according to the court, disallows EFT
attachments.

Attachment fury
Although the timing of the decision to
overturn Winter Storm was unexpected, the
majority of lawyers practising in this area
knew that this outcome was likely. Since
Winter Storm was decided seven years ago,
many lawyers on both sides of the Atlantic
were quite busy using the remedy, as it was
quick, easy and cost-effective. A claimant
could be partially or fully secured in aid of
arbitration or litigation. In the past twelve

months, the economic downturn meant that
even more Rule B attachments were being
sought, since the shipping world was facing
contractual breaches and incurring increased
outstanding debts. London and New York
lawyers came to the rescue with Rule B
attachments of EFTs. But even before the
downturn of late 2008, Rule B attachments
were being used as a matter of course to
secure foreign and domestic arbitration
awards and judgments. Many cases were

“The maritime bar is
urgently moving forward
to find exceptions and
limits to the decision.”
settled as a result. Yet, the surge of Rule B
applications attaching EFTs was creating havoc
for both the judges of the Southern District of
New York and the New York banking industry.
While the judges were watching the mountain
of applications rise – Rule B applications
eventually grew to represent one third of the
docket of the Southern District of New York –
the banks, already under scrutiny, were giving
the courts an earful. Not surprisingly, there
were also a few attorneys who were overly
zealous and abused the remedy. In an effort
to regain control over the frenzy, the judges

1

2009 U.S. App. LEXIS 22747 (2d Cir. 2009).
See article “Stop press – The end of Rule B
attachments of electronic fund transfers” in Gard
News issue No. 196.
3
543 F.3d 104 (2d Cir. 2008).
4
310 F.3d 263 (2d Cir.2002).
2
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Rule B applications grew to represent one third of the docket of the Southern District of New York.

of the Southern District of New York began to
impose additional (and costly) requirements
for obtaining and maintaining Rule B
attachments. The signs were there as it
became increasingly evident that the Court of
Appeals would eventually do away with Rule
B attachments of EFTs.
For now, it is clear that Rule B applications for
EFT property in the hands of intermediary
banks will no longer be permitted; and that
the seven years of Rule B attachment fury are
gone for good.

Exceptions and limits
What happens to the existing Rule B
attachments? While a large portion of EFT
attachments will not survive, New York and
London have yet to wave the white flag in
defeat. Instead, the maritime bar is urgently
moving forward to find exceptions and limits
to the decision.
Readers will remember the defendants who
put up a good fight post-Winter Storm, raising
all sorts of arguments to avoid an EFT
attachment.5 Attorneys representing plaintiffs
can now be expected to craft arguments in

order to avoid application of Jaldhi. Some
have made equitable arguments that the
Jaldhi decision should not be applied
retroactively since the funds in those cases
were restrained in accordance with the law,
as it existed at the time. However, on 13th
November 2009, the Court of Appeals

“On 13th November 2009,
the Court of Appeals
concluded that the Jaldhi
holding applies
retroactively.”
addressed this issue in Hawknet, Ltd. v.
Overseas Shipping Agencies,6 concluding that
the Jaldhi holding applies retroactively. The
Second Circuit reasoned since Jaldhi directly
involves a jurisdictional issue, i.e., how the
district court may obtain personal jurisdiction
over the defendants, it is subject to
retroactive application. Still others will seek
to distinguish or limit Jaldhi on the basis that
the attached property is no longer an EFT or
has been replaced by substitute security such
as an LOU. There may be a few arguments as

to whether New York or federal maritime law
should apply to particular cases.

Conclusion
It is important to remember that traditional
Rule B attachments have been used for
centuries in the US and still survive and
remain an effective tool to secure jurisdiction
over a defendant and to obtain pre-judgment
security.7 Claimants are still able to attach a
defendant’s tangible and intangible property,
including cargo, charter hire, freight
payments, bunkers and funds in US bank
accounts. While it is difficult to know what
the outcome of the court’s decision will be
with respect to existing attachments of EFTs, it
is clear that Rule B is still alive and well and
should not be forgotten. 

5

See articles “Rule B update” in Gard News issue No.
194, “Rule B FAQ” in issue No. 193, “Hold that
attachment!” in issue No. 188, “Is Rule B losing
steam?” in issue No. 184, and “‘B’ is for ... Rule B
maritime attachments in the US” in issue No. 182.
6
2009 U.S. App. LEXIS 24970.
7
Swift & Co. Packers v. Compania Colombiana del
Caribe, 339 U.S. 684, 693 (1950).

US law –
Medicare reporting and set asides
Achieving compliance in respect of new
US Medicare law provisions regarding
reporting and set asides may be difficult.
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Recent changes to US Medicare law with
respect to requirements for reporting and set
asides can have important implications for
Gard members who are trading in US waters
or are required to make payments to
individuals who are or will become eligible for
Medicare. Unfortunately, the updated
requirements can be difficult to comprehend
and implement, and there is often no clear-cut
answer to achieving “best efforts” compliance.

medical services that should have been
covered under a primary plan. A primary plan
is defined as (a) a group health plan, (b)
workers’ compensation law (federal or state),
(c) automobile or liability insurance policy
(including a self-insured plan), or (d) no-fault
insurance. The MSP creates a cause of action
which enables Medicare to sue for and
recover double damages from a “primary
plan” which fails to provide primary payment
or to reimburse Medicare.

Background
The US Congress created the Medicare system
by amending the Social Security Act in 1965.
Medicare was established to pay for medical
services provided to US residents over the age
of 65 and was later amended to include
individuals with permanent disabilities
regardless of age. Customarily, Medicare pays
for hospital and doctor services and
prescription medications. These benefits are
funded via a payroll tax on employers and
employees.
In 1980 the US Congress amended the Social
Security Act of 1965 with a provision known
as the Medicare as Secondary Payer Act
(MSP). The amendment made Medicare a
“secondary payer” to workers’ compensation
benefits, and entitled Medicare to be
reimbursed by the “primary plan” in the event
of a “conditional payment” by Medicare for

The rules for Medicare set-aside and reporting
have existed since 1980. It is important to
understand the differences between the setaside provisions and the recently updated
mandatory reporting requirement. Clearly,
the provisions for both set-aside and reporting
overlap, but when attempting to understand
the recent changes, it is best to consider them
separately.

Set aside provisions
Briefly, a Medicare set-aside (MSA) is a fund
established and maintained to ensure that
adequate provision is made to protect
Medicare’s interest in past and future
Medicare eligible medical expenses. The MSA
should include all “reasonably foreseeable”
future medical expense necessitated by the
specific injury involved at the time of the
settlement or payment.

All settlements in cases which involve
Medicare-eligible longshoremen or harbour
workers must be approved by Medicare to
ensure that enough money is set aside to
include future medical expenses for which
Medicare could be responsible. It is possible
that eventually this approval technique will
be incorporated into all cases involving third
party liability. Even in the absence of such an
approval requirement, many maritime
attorneys counsel shipowners to insist that
claimants agree to “voluntary” MSAs. In
these cases, a fund is established, but the
settlement is not approved by Medicare. It is
strongly recommended that legal advice be
sought prior to entering into any settlement
agreements which have the potential of
Medicare involvement.
An individual who is Medicare-eligible may
not request any health care provider to seek
payment from Medicare for services for which
a third party has already made payment. Under
the latest amendments to Medicare rules, if
payment for such services is nevertheless
made by Medicare, the responsibility for repaying to Medicare is on the Medicare-eligible
individual as well as the third party who
previously made payments that should have
been used to pay for these services.
Therefore, in order to avoid the risk of double
payment, it is advisable for the payer of

medical benefits, settlements and judgments
to “set aside” sufficient funds to meet
potential Medicare-eligible future medical
fees and expenses and to place restrictions on
the use of the funds in the “set aside”.

Reporting requirements
For many years the secondary payer
provisions of the Medicare law were not
enforced, as Medicare had no system to track
payments for which Medicare could seek
reimbursement. A 2007 amendment to the
Medicare as Secondary Payer Act (MSP)
introduced new reporting requirements,
which require every business that pays
medical expenses (including maintenance and
cure) as part of a settlement or judgment in a
personal injury, illness or wrongful death
claim to determine if the individual to whom
the payment has been made is eligible for
Medicare benefits and, if so, to report
information about the payment to Medicare.
Under this amendment, the paying party, now
known as a Responsible Reporting Entity
(RRE), must register with Medicare to report
all payments to Medicare-eligible individuals.
There have been delays for some of the
reporting requirements from the original date
of 1st July 2009. Testing of the system for all
entities required to participate will begin on
1st January 2010. The information required to
be reported must be submitted within a time
specified by the Secretary of the Department
of Health and Human Services after the claim
is resolved through settlement, judgment,
award or other payment. The required
information includes the identity of the
claimant and such other information as the
Secretary shall specify. An RRE who fails to
comply with the reporting requirements with
respect to any claimant is subject to a civil
penalty of USD 1,000 for each day of noncompliance with respect to each claimant, in
addition to other penalties prescribed by law.

User guide
The Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services
(CMS) is charged with enforcing the rules and
collecting funds due to Medicare.
All
reporting to CMS must be done electronically
on a form with over 130 distinct fields. CMS
issued a 180-page user guide in March 2009
which should prove helpful in understanding
the mechanics of the reporting requirements.
Once registered with CMS, an RRE will be
required to file a quarterly report (within a
seven day window) whether or not there is
any new activity. Each RRE will make an initial
filing where the settlement, judgment,

award, or other payment date is 1st January
2010 or later, and must also report payments
for which there is on-going responsibility as
of 1st July 2009, regardless of the date of
initial acceptance of payment responsibility.
Readers should refer to the user guide for
payment thresholds, as there may not be a
requirement to report payments below a
threshold amount.
These amounts will
become lower in subsequent years.

What if the entities involved in
making the payment to the claimant
are based outside the US or do not
have a domicile or subsidiary in the US?
The new reporting requirements do not
currently include any exceptions to reporting
based on the citizenship or domicile of the
RRE, nor does the Medicare Secondary Payer
statute create any exception for Medicare’s
right to recover from a primary plan based on
the primary plan’s citizenship or domicile.

“It is important to note
that the duty to report
payments exists for
passengers, employees,
guests, agents, surveyors
and longshore workers.”
Furthermore, neither the statute nor any of
the available guidance directly addresses the
question of whether an entity based in whole
or part in a foreign country, whether an
insurer or a self-insured RRE, could be
exempted from reporting requirements.
Therefore, it does not appear that the foreign
status of the potential RRE affects a duty to
report if the RRE determines that the claimant
is entitled to Medicare benefits.

How does an RRE determine whether
a claimant is Medicare eligible?
As discussed above, the reporting
requirements apply to all payments to
“Medicare-eligible” individuals. Determining
a claimant’s “eligibility” for Medicare is
complicated and fact-dependent. It is
important to note that in certain situations
non-US citizens and persons who have not
been engaged in “Medicare-covered
employment” (i.e., the employer does not
pay Medicare taxes, as many foreign
employers do not) can still be entitled to
Medicare. For example, any legal resident of
the US can be entitled to Medicare benefits.
Once a party has become a registered RRE, it

can electronically query a Medicare database
(as often as once a month) to determine if a
particular claimant is eligible to receive
benefits from Medicare. The RRE will need
either the plaintiff’s social security number or
health insurance claim number and also three
of the following: first initial of first name, first
six letters of last name, date of birth, gender.
A release is required from the claimant to
obtain this information. The government is
required to respond to the query with a
claimant-specific answer in no more than 14
days.
In most instances, only individuals aged 65 or
over are entitled to Medicare. However,
payments made to individuals who may
become eligible for Medicare within a
30-month period from the payment date
must also be reported. For example,
individuals aged 62.5 or more at the time
of payment will become Medicare-eligible
in the 30-month period. Furthermore, any
individual who is permanently disabled and
applies for Social Security Disability benefits
can become eligible for Medicare benefits 24
months after receipt of Social Security
Disability benefits, regardless of age.
Therefore, the fact that an individual may not
be entitled to Medicare at the time of claim
payment does not conclusively determine
whether reporting is required.
It is important to note that the duty to report
payments (and consider a Medicare set-aside)
exists for passengers, employees, guests,
agents, surveyors and longshore workers.

Pay to be paid
There have been no changes in the Gard Rules
concerning the principle of “pay to be paid”
as it relates to injury or illness claims and
expenses.
As such, Gard will not be
considered the RRE and the responsibility to
report to Medicare is on the party actually
tendering payment to the claimant.

For further consideration
Independent for-fee contractors have recently
emerged offering to take care of all
requirements for RRE’s once they have
registered with Medicare.
The involvement of competent legal counsel
is imperative in any matter which may require
consideration of a Medicare set-aside and/or
reporting requirements, as the penalties
assessed by the government for failing
to comply with the requirements can
be severe. 
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United States –
High medical costs can be reduced
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Medical costs both in the US and world-wide continue to escalate to
unprecedented levels and have generally exceeded the inflation rate. For those
cases in which immediate medical care is required, there are actions that
shipowners and managers can take to control costs without compromising the
quality of care offered to sick or injured individuals.

Case management services
Case management services involve the early
intervention of a medical case manager1 who
takes a pro-active role in co-coordinating the
care received by an individual while under the
care of a doctor or after being admitted to a
medical facility. The medical case manager is
able to give advice in order to ensure quality
care for sick or injured parties while staying
alert to the potential for excessive testing or
unnecessary treatments before they have
been performed. Medical case managers bill
on an hourly basis for their service.
The early intervention of a medical case
manager, particularly in a serious matter, can
reduce the time spent in a medical facility by
identifying acceptable treatment facilities in
an individual’s home country. Frequently,
expediting repatriation to an individual’s
home country will lead to a quicker recovery
as the sick or injured party will be in a familiar
environment surrounded by family and
friends and without the language difficulties
often experienced by being in a foreign land.
While it is difficult to quantify the savings
resulting from utilisation of case management
services, it is usually an important factor in
the effective and cost-efficient handling of a
serious illness or injury.

Medical audit and review
Medical audit and review services are
separate and distinct from case management
services, as audit and review services are
generally engaged after the medical services
have been rendered. Several independent
service companies undertake the review and
audit of medical expenses for cases in the US
(where medical services are on a “for profit”
basis) and on a world-wide basis. Most of

these services operate on a “no cure, no pay”
basis, which is to say that they do not earn
any fees unless they are successful in
achieving a reduction of the medical costs.
The fee charged is usually based on a prearranged percentage of the total amount
Gard has
saved by the review/audit.2
arrangements with such a service to review
and audit medical provider bills in the US and
in many other countries on a reduced fee
basis. Gard members who avail themselves
of this service have enjoyed reductions in
medical charges which can average nearly 40
per cent in the US.

“Once a medical service
provider has been paid by
the member or the agent,
it is nearly impossible to
reduce the charges later.”
In a recent case, a hospital in Florida sent
a bill to the member which exceeded
USD 321,000. The audit and review service
engaged for the member by Gard found
duplicate charges and excess billing,
recommending a final payment of the bill in
the amount of USD 13,700.
While similar
savings can not be guaranteed in every case,
this is a clear illustration of the importance of
reviewing medical provider bills. Reductions
can be obtained on bills at any level and
while it may not seem worthwhile to review
and audit small bills, the cumulative savings
which can be obtained will result in a
reduction of medical expenses for all Gard
members.3
It is important to note that medical audits can
also be performed in countries other than the

US. Several of the medical audit contractors
have world-wide audit capabilities. Greater
use of these services should lead to additional
reductions in the overall cost of medical care.

Prompt contact with the local
correspondent or Gard office
Once a medical service provider has been paid
by the member or the agent, it is nearly
impossible to reduce the charges later. It is
equally difficult to dispute the medical
necessity of a test once the test has been
performed.
When used on a coordinated basis, medical
case management and audit/review services
can be a useful tool in obtaining the best
available medical care on a cost-effective
basis. In order to derive the maximum benefit
from these tools, it is important to make
prompt contact with the local correspondent
or Gard office. If this contact can be made
before landing the individual for medical care,
there may also be an opportunity to offer
guidance in selecting the best treatment
facility for the individual involved.
Prompt reporting, use of the best medical
providers and thorough review and audit of
all medical expenses will result in more
effective use of resources for all members.
Gard will be pleased to discuss the necessary
steps to implement this course of action with
individual members. 

1

Usually a nurse-practitioner or physician’s assistant.
Some services charge a flat line by line service fee
whether or not there is a saving.
3
Some members have directly contracted with
audit/review services. Gard does not have access to
the savings they may enjoy.
2
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Criminal liabilities in the US –
The Coast Guard and Justice
Department widen the net
First criminal prosecution against a vessel operator for invasive species
legislation takes place in the US.
29

Plea agreement
On 30th September 2009 the US Justice
Department and US Coast Guard (USCG) issued
a press release to announce the plea
agreement reached between the US Attorney
and a major Greek ship management
company,
for
environmental
crimes
committed by crewmen aboard the M/V
THEOTOKOS. The ship management company
agreed to plead guilty as a corporation to five
crimes:
1. Knowing failure to maintain an accurate Oil
Record Book in violation of the Act to Prevent
Pollution from Ships1 (the US version of the
MARPOL treaty).
2. Knowingly carrying fuel that originated
from fuel migration into the forepeak ballast
tank in violation of the Act to Prevent
Pollution from Ships.2
3. Knowingly concealing the fuel migration
into the forepeak ballast tank during a USCG
port state inspection, a crime under general
US criminal law for providing false information
to a government agency.3
4. Wilful and knowing failure to report a
hazardous condition of a crack in the rudder
stem, a violation of the Ports and Waterways
Safety Act.4
5. Knowing failure to maintain accurate ballast
water records in violation of the
Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance Prevention
and Control Act.5

One novel feature
It is well known in the shipping community
that vessel operators can be prosecuted for
coming into US ports with an Oil Record Book
falsified to cover discharges of oily bilge
waste in violation of MARPOL. The basis for
prosecution of the company is vicarious

criminal liability or “respondeat superior”
liability for acts of crewmen committed within
the scope of employment and for the benefit
of the company. The company is criminally
responsible for the acts of those it employs
despite the fact that the crewmen acted
without the knowledge of the shipowner or
manager and against company policy. It is
also well known that companies may be held
vicariously liable for conduct of crew in hiding
or misrepresenting material information
during the course of a USCG inspection. The
novel feature of the ship management
company case is the prosecution for violation
of the Nonindigenous Aquatic Nuisance
Prevention and Control Act.
According to Rear Admiral Mary E. Landry,
Commander of the Eighth Coast Guard District,
“[t]his case is historic in that it is the first
prosecution under the Nonindigenous Aquatic
Nuisance Prevention and Control Act. As a
component of the Coast Guard’s maritime
stewardship mission [the USCG] are
committed to the prevention and abatement
of environmental crimes including those
which may fall under the Nonindigenous
Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act.“

Inaccurate ballast water reporting
The agreed facts filed with the court with the
plea agreement provide that the basis for the
violation was submission of a knowingly
inaccurate Ballast Water Reporting Form. The
Ballast Report did not reveal a quantity of oil
in the forepeak ballast tank that had entered
the tank via a crack between a fuel oil tank
and the ballast tank. The master knew of the
crack and had been trying to decant the water
to allow for cleaning of the ballast tank but
did not disclose the fact to the USCG inspector.

Further, the Ballast Report did not show the
ingress and egress of water into the aftpeak
ballast tank from a crack in the rudder stem
and did not show the pumping overboard of
ballast water, which should have been
reported as a ballast water exchange.

Fine
For the five violations, the ship management
company agreed to pay a fine of USD 2.7
million and agreed, as a term of probation,
that ships under its management would not
enter US waters for a three-year period.
The plea agreement must be submitted to a
judge for approval and sentencing before it is
effective.

Lesson learned
This case demonstrates yet again the use of
criminal law in areas that were in the past the
subject of modest administrative penalties.
The lesson to be learned is that in the face of
vessel non-compliance because of technical
problems, it can be an extremely costly error
to hide the problem from port state
authorities by falsifying vessel records.
Rather, the crew should be encouraged to
report the problem to the vessel operator so
that proper repairs can be made. 

1

33 USC Section 1908(a) and 33 CFR Section
151.25.
2
33 USC Section 1908(a) and Regulation 16(3) of
MARPOL Protocol.
3
18 USC Section 1001(a)(1).
4
33 USC Section 1232(b)(1) and 33 CFR Section
160.215.
5
16 USC Section 4711(g)(2); 33 CFR Section
151.2045(a).
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US law –
The right of foreign suppliers to
enforce liens for necessaries in the US
30

A decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit permits a
foreign bunker supplier to enforce a lien for necessaries1 pursuant to the Federal
Maritime Lien Act.

As many members are no doubt aware, US
domestic legislation has for years protected
US vessel suppliers by providing them with
maritime liens enforceable against serviced
vessels under the Federal Maritime Lien Act
(FMLA).2 However, a recent decision of the
United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit3 has extended the provision of such
liens under the FMLA to foreign, non-USdomiciled suppliers, previously found to be
largely beyond the scope of the lien
legislation.

Facts
In late 2005, Green Pacific A/S (Green Pacific),
the Norwegian owner of the PACIFIC
CHUKOTKA, bareboat chartered the vessel to
Intertransport Company LLC (Intertransport), a
Russian company. The PACIFIC CHUKOTKA was
registered in Malta, then Russia, at all times

The bunkers were
delivered to the vessel
in Odessa.”
relevant to the decision. Intertransport
thereafter sub-chartered the vessel to
Emerald Reefer Lines, Ltd. (Emerald), a
Cayman Islands company with a principal
place of business in the US.
In mid-2006, Emerald’s Seattle agent placed a
bunker-supply order for the PACIFIC CHUKOTKA
to be delivered in Odessa, Ukraine. The order
was placed with Triton Marine Fuels Canada,
Inc. (Triton Canada), a Canadian corporation
acting as an agent for Triton Marine Fuels,

Ltd., S.A. (Triton Panama), a Panamanian
company. As a result of the order, Triton
Canada immediately issued an order
confirmation to Emerald identifying Emerald
as the buyer acting “on behalf of the M/V
PACIFIC CHUKOTKA and jointly and severally
her
Master,
Owners,
Managing
Owners/Operators, Managers, Disponent
Owners, Charterers and Agents”. The order
confirmation also contained a US law and
jurisdiction clause.
The bunkers were
thereafter delivered to the vessel in Odessa
and an invoice in the amount of USD 260,400
was submitted by Triton Panama to Emerald.
Emerald became insolvent and never paid for
the bunkers. Triton Panama subsequently
arrested the vessel while she called at
Baltimore, alleging a lien on the vessel for the
amount owed. Green Pacific argued that no
lien arose as a result of the bunker transaction
because the FMLA, the statutory regime which
created the liens for necessaries under US law,
could not be applied extraterritorially to
provide a foreign supplier with a lien for
bunkers supplied overseas. The District Court
agreed with Green Pacific and dismissed the
action. Triton Panama appealed to the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit,
the US appellate court with jurisdiction over
appeals from the federal district courts sitting
in Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina and South Carolina.

Decision
The Fourth Circuit reversed the lower court’s
decision, holding that foreign suppliers could
benefit from the provisions of the FMLA. In
so doing, the court broke the questions

presented to it down to two principal issues:
“First, the Court must determine whether the
choice-of-law provision in the [order
confirmation] is enforceable as it applies to
Triton [Panama]’s in rem action against the
Vessel. Second, if the choice-of-law provision
is enforceable, and United States law
therefore applies, the Court must determine
whether Triton [Panama] is entitled to a
maritime lien under United States law”.

“The Fourth Circuit reversed
the lower court’s decision,
holding that foreign
suppliers could benefit
from the provisions of
the FMLA.”
With respect to the first issue, i.e., whether
the choice of law provision bound the vessel
in rem, the court first noted the strong federal
policy that such provisions should be enforced
in the context of maritime contracts. It then
turned to the arguments advanced by Green
Pacific that the strong federal policy should
not prevail in the instant case. It first rejected
the argument that the choice of law provision
could not bind Green Pacific, as it was not a

1

The Federal Maritime Lien Act defines “necessaries”
as including “repairs, supplies, towage, and the use
of a dry dock or marine railway”. 46 U.S.C. sec.
31301(4) (2007). Bunkers are considered
“necessaries” within this definition.
2
46 U.S.C. § 31342(a) (2007).
3
Triton Marine Fuels, Ltd., S.A. v. M/V PACIFIC
CHUKOTKA, 575 F.3d 409 (4th Cir. 2009).

Foreign suppliers and liens for necessaries: split in precedent on the issue.

party to the order confirmation. The court
found the argument to be irrelevant, as the
vessel in rem was bound by the contract, not
Green Pacific in personam. Next, the court
addressed Green Pacific’s assertion that
enforcement of the choice of law provision
would unlawfully interfere with its exercise of
property rights in the vessel. It noted that
there is a split in precedent on the issue, with
the Fifth Circuit (federal courts sitting in Texas,
Louisiana and Mississippi) and Ninth Circuit
(California, Oregon, Washington, Montana,
Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Alaska and Hawaii)
holding that the enforcement of such a clause
in such a situation does not impermissibly
interfere with property rights of third parties
where the res (i.e., the vessel at issue) is
within the jurisdiction of the United States. In
contrast, the Second Circuit (New York,
Connecticut and Vermont) has disagreed,
holding that the property rights of third
parties can not be affected by the intent of

“The court noted that the
statute expressly states
that ‘a person providing
necessaries to a vessel’
is entitled to a lien.”
parties to contracts to which the third parties
are not privy. The Fourth Circuit expressly
rejected the Second Circuit’s position (thereby
adopting the position of the Fifth and Ninth
Circuits), finding it to be unpersuasive and
because it was factually distinguishable from
the case at hand. Finally, the court summarily
dealt with Green Pacific’s third contention on
the point, that the clause was unenforceable
because a supplier and purchaser can not

create a lien by contract under federal
maritime law. The court found the contention
moot in light of its findings with respect to the
second issue before it, i.e., whether Triton
Panama – a foreign supplier – was entitled to
a lien through operation of US law. It was this
issue to which the court then turned.

“Prior to the enactment of
the FMLA, foreign suppliers
were permitted to assert
liens for necessaries
provided overseas.”
Contrary to recent, well-accepted authority to
the effect that the FMLA only affords liens to
domestic suppliers, as it can not be applied in
an extraterritorial fashion, the court simply
looked at the express terms of the FMLA when
confronted with the issue. The court noted
that the statute expressly states that “a

person providing necessaries to a vessel” is
entitled to a lien. No distinction is made
therein between domestic and foreign
suppliers. As such, the court reasoned, the
plain language of the FMLA dictates that US
law permits foreign suppliers to assert liens
where US law otherwise governs the
transaction. In bolstering its conclusion, the
court delved into historical cases to support
the proposition that, prior to the enactment
of the FMLA, foreign suppliers were permitted
to assert liens for necessaries provided
overseas. The FMLA was enacted merely to
afford the same rights under a uniform
federal statute to domestic suppliers, who
previously were subject to a myriad of
individual state law standards with respect to
the assertion of liens. The court opined that
the recent authorities holding that foreign
suppliers were not entitled to the same liens
as domestic suppliers were flatly wrong when
taken into historical context. The court
therefore held that Triton Panama did, in fact,
have a lien for necessaries for the bunkers
supplied at Odessa, and reversed the lower
court on the point.

Comment
This is not a welcome development for
shipowners who may have grown accustomed
to avoiding the assertion of maritime liens in
US courts for supplies provided by non-US
providers at non-US ports. While the decision
is not binding on courts outside the Fourth
Circuit (although, as mentioned above, case
law in the Fifth and Ninth Circuits is largely in
agreement with the present decision), it will
be persuasive authority in other courts.
Members should anticipate that similar suits
may be brought in all US circuits in the future
in order to test contradictory authorities in
light of the Triton court’s clear holding. 

Bunker Convention comes
into force in Hong Kong
The International Convention on Civil
Liability for Bunker Oil Pollution Damage
2001 (the Bunker Convention) came into
force in Hong Kong on 10th February 2010.
This follows the final enactment of the local
legislation, the Bunker Oil Pollution
(Liability and Compensation) Ordinance, on

11th November 2009. For Gard News
readers’
information,
the
Bunker
Convention entered into force in Mainland
China on 9th March 2009, 13 months
before its scheduled enforcement in Hong
Kong.
So the news has been long
awaited. 
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A day in the life of Gard’s correspondents in Chile
By Cave & Co., Valparaiso.

In the last article in the series featuring the work of Gard’s P&I correspondents around the
world, Cave & Co. provide Gard News with an account of their activities in Valparaiso.
32
case. Jimena Lopez takes charge of the case
and starts making phone calls to ascertain the
whereabouts of the ill crewmember, his
condition and prognosis.
Andrew Cave has the custom of going round
greeting every member of staff. Once the
emails and the spill are under control he does
just that. Apart from being a good policy, it
helps to keep a finger on the pulse of the
office and its staff. Shortly after concluding his
rounds he checks the status of the spill with
Kurt and Julia – everything is running smoothly.

Back row from left: Julia Santana, Ruth Cave, John Marchant, Kurt Angelbeck, Jimena Lopez.
Front row: Andrew Cave.

Cave & Co. is a family business in its second
generation. It was founded in 1970 and has
been Gard’s correspondent in Chile ever since
then. A typical day might go something like this.
The day starts at 04:00 with a call from the
master of a ship currently in Valparaiso,
reporting that he has had an oil spill and
needs assistance. Andrew Cave takes the call
and summons Kurt Angelbeck, our “oil spill
man”, who goes on board within the hour and
collects the initial information from the
master and of the situation. The maritime
authorities have been alerted and sent
personnel to inspect the situation, activating
their contingency plan to contain the oil.
By 07:30 daylight allows for a better
assessment of the situation and the
authorities have ordered the shipowners to

take over the handling of the spill. We are
requested to assist and so we contact known
contractors and get the clean-up going.
Meantime, in the office, Julia Santana is
opening the file and providing the Club with
the first information and seeking confirmation
of actions taken.

“Andrew Cave has the
custom of going round
greeting every member
of staff. It helps to keep a
finger on the pulse of the
office and its staff.”
The morning’s priorities are to check all
incoming new emails and messages. There is
a new instruction regarding a personal injury

As he usually does, John Marchant pops in to
report a situation with a new cargo claim. A
usual problem where cargo interests are suing
“the owners” but have named the charterers
as such. He is busy clarifying the situation
with the agents, the Clubs and the claimants,
as well as trying to persuade the claimants to
first try dealing with us out of court. The
course of action is sound, so off he goes.
The spill moves to the expected request from
the authorities to take statements from the
master, chief engineer and three crew
members involved in the spill. A call from the
Club requests that the crew be accompanied
by a lawyer. We explain this is not possible
because the regulations applicable do not
allow it. Fortunately, the authorities also
request an interpreter and agree Kurt act as
such.
Jimena has now ascertained that the ill crew
member is in fact almost ready to go home.
Some assistance is given to the agents in
arranging an ambulance to take him to the
airport, as well as guaranteeing the charges
of the police escorts which are also required
to accompany him.

Andrew has been asked to give a talk on P&I
insurance at the Naval Training Centre. Off he
goes, leaving Ruth Cave and Julia running the
show. The talk goes well and the “students”
(master and chief engineers) participate
actively and ask questions based on their own
experience. On his return Ruth and the team
of translators have started translating
documents for the spill. Meanwhile John has
started dealing with a request to inspect
containers with seal problems in San Antonio.
By lunchtime the spill is all but over. We have
already heard rumours that the local boat
owners might present a claim. Kurt reports
that indeed some of their boats have been
soiled, but clean-up is under way.
We take a break for lunch, during which a
telephone call requests assistance with
clarifying a time bar issue under the Hamburg
Rules. Confirmation is given the Rules are
applicable in Chile, as well as the Chilean
version of the same as incorporated into
Chilean domestic law. Nonetheless, the time
bar is the same – two years.

satisfaction. The local boat owners seem to
have calmed down and it appears the ship
will not be delayed unduly.

Fortunately the vessel will be in port until late
the next day, no pressure is being made to
solve everything immediately.

The day concludes at 21:15 with a phone call
from a master in Lirquén needing a surveyor
to inspect some damp cargo. Arrangements
are made quickly and the problem controlled.

Albeit a small office, we handle large cases.
P&I is like a box of chocolates – you never
know what surprises the next email or phone
call might bring, or when. 

Egyptian law – Bill of lading
reservations upheld
A landmark judgment has been issued by the Supreme Court in
Egypt upholding for the first time ever a defence based on
reservations made by the carrier on a bill of lading.

After lunch things are quieter. The local banks
have closed, as have small shops. European
Clubs have also closed for the day and so the
phones are quiet. We note an email from one
of the Clubs announcing a visit for the
following month. We are asked to arrange the
hotel in Viña del Mar and a car to meet the
traveller at the airport. As usual the visit will
be brief, but there will be time for dinner
together.

Facts

John has managed to persuade his cargo
claimants to put off pursuing their claim in
court for the moment. He now expects the
documents to study the merits and
recommend a course of action.

In 2007, a first instance court rejected the
receivers’ claim and allowed the defence
presented on behalf of the carriers (that
the containers had not been weighed at
the loading port and had seals intact at
discharge). The receivers filed an appeal
and in 2008 the Court of Appeal reversed
the first instance judgment and held the
carrier responsible to pay compensation
for non-delivery of the cargo plus interest
at the rate of five per cent per annum and
costs. Carriers then appealed to the
Supreme Court.

Jimena’s ill crew member is ready to go the
following day and all is arranged accordingly.
Andrew and Ruth have a meeting to plan for
the company’s 40th anniversary, which is
coming up later in 2010. There is great
excitement and plans are being made to
make it a memorable celebration. The staff
are invited to propose activities and they
respond enthusiastically. Ideas for activities
for the staff and clients are now being
considered and scheduled.
By close of business Kurt reports that the
statements have been taken and the spill has
been controlled to the authorities’

A cargo of five containers said to contain
3,300 bags of PVC granules was shipped on
board a vessel from Busan, Korea to Egypt
in 2004. Upon the vessel’s arrival at
Alexandria the containers were all found
to be empty. The Egyptian receivers filed
a lawsuit against the carrier seeking
compensation for the non-delivery of the
cargo.

Appeal to the Supreme Court
The appeal was based on evidence that
the containers in question had not been
weighed at the loading port. In addition,
on arrival at Alexandria the containers’
seals were found to be intact without any

sign of tampering. The Court of Appeal had
failed to address these crucial facts.
Furthermore, the following disclaimer
appeared on the front side of the relevant
bill of lading:
“Above particulars furnished by shippers,
but without responsibility of or
representation by carrier.”
“Shipper’s load, stow, weight and count.”
The Supreme Court held that the above
clauses in the bill of lading should have a
binding effect on the parties to the
contract of carriage, so in order to succeed
with their claim the shippers had to
provide evidence that the 3,300 bags of
PVC granules were inside the containers at
the time they were loaded on board the
vessel, which shippers were unable to do.

Conclusion
This is an unprecedented judgment in
Egypt, which may not only have an effect
on fraudulent cases of empty containers
being shipped as loaded with cargo, but
may also apply to partial shortages of
containerised cargo and other modes of
carriage.
We thank Mr Ahmed Metwally, of Eldib
Pandi, Egypt, for the above information. 
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Australian law –
Pure economic losses fall within
shipowner’s limitation fund
The Federal Court of Australia has recently determined
that claims for pure economic loss are claims subject to
limitation under the 1976 Limitation Convention.

By Robert Springall and Jenny Bazakas,
Holman Fenwick Willan, Melbourne.
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The Federal Court of Australia’s recent decision
in The APL SYDNEY1 is important in two
respects: it is the first of its kind
internationally to consider claims for pure
economic losses in the context of the 1976
Convention on Limitation of Liability for
Maritime Claims (1976 Limitation Convention)
and its relevance and application may extend
beyond Australia given that the court
construed the relevant limitation provisions of
the convention in accordance with guiding
rules of interpretation of international treaties
as set out in the 1969 Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties.
Importantly, the decision also gives clear
support for the policy of the 1976 Limitation
Convention to encourage maritime commerce
by providing protection to shipowners from
financial ruin through “a virtually unbreakable
system of limiting liability”2 for losses arising
out of maritime incidents and to assist in the
establishment of a limitation fund to be

distributed amongst parties which suffer
losses.
No doubt, the decision will be welcomed by
shipowners world-wide.

“The decision gives support
for the policy of the 1976
Limitation Convention to
encourage maritime
commerce by providing
protection to shipowners
from financial ruin.”

(Bass Strait) Pty Ltd. The pipeline, which was
used to transport ethane gas, was also
ruptured, resulting in the loss of gas and the
shutdown of onshore plants used to receive
the gas for approximately three months whilst
repairs were undertaken.
Shortly after the incident, Esso and BHP
Billiton commenced proceedings against the
shipowner claiming damages for loss and
damage arising out of the damage to the
pipeline. The end users of the ethane gas,
Qenos Pty Ltd and Huntsman Chemical Co

Background facts
On 13th December 2008, the ship APL SYDNEY,
whilst waiting for a berth in the outer
anchorage of Port Phillip Bay, dragged her
anchor and made contact with a submarine
pipeline jointly owned by Esso Australia
Resources Pty Ltd and BHP Billiton Petroleum

1

Qenos Pty Ltd v. The Ship “APL Sydney” and
Huntsman Chemical Co Australia Pty Ltd v The Ship
“APL Sydney”.
2
Second Reading Speech, House of Representatives
(as quoted in Victrawal Pty Ltd v. AOTC Limited
(1993) 45FCR 302).

Australia Pty Ltd, the plaintiffs in the present
decisions, also commenced proceedings
against the shipowner claiming the
shipowner’s negligence caused them to suffer
economic losses. The aggregate value of the
Qenos and Huntsman claims were
approximately AUD 37 million.
In each of the proceedings, the shipowner
contended that its liability was limited under
the 1976 Limitation Convention, which
permits shipowners to limit their liability in
respect of certain claims to an amount
calculated by reference to the ship’s tonnage.
Shortly after the incident, the shipowner
established a limitation fund in the sum of
AUD 32,112,540, pursuant to the 1976
Limitation Convention, and instituted
proceedings seeking a declaration that its
liability in respect of the incident was limited
to AUD 32,112,540.00.3

“The question in issue was
whether claims for pure
economic loss were claims
subject to limitation within
the meaning of Article 2
of the 1976 Limitation
Convention.”
Qenos and Huntsman, however, contended
that their claims for economic loss (that is,
claims which do not arise from any damage
to property owned by Qenos and Huntsman
but are claims for financial loss only arising
from the interruption of the supply of gas)
were not subject to limitation under Article 2
of the 1976 Limitation Convention and,
therefore, fell outside the fund.

Claims subject to limitation: Article 2
of the 1976 Limitation Convention
The question in issue was whether Qenos’s
and Huntsman’s claims for pure economic loss
were claims subject to limitation within the
meaning of Article 2 of the 1976 Limitation
Convention. Article 2 provides:
“Article 2 – Claims subject to Limitation
1. … the following claims … shall be subject
to limitation to liability
(a) claims in respect of … loss of or damage to
property, … occurring … in direct connexion
with the operation of the ship … and
consequential loss resulting therefrom;
…
(c) claims in respect of other loss resulting
from infringement of rights other than
contractual rights occurring in direct
connection with the operation of the ship... “.

The decision
The court held that Qenos’s and Huntsman’s
pure economic losses were consequential
losses within the meaning of Article 2.1 (a). In
construing Article 2.1 (a), the court applied
the general rules of interpretation set out in
Article 31 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on
the Law of Treaties, which had regard to (a)
the ordinary terms of the treaty, (b) the
context in which the terms are used (as well
as the whole treaty) and (c) the purpose and
objects of the treaty. Recourse was also had
to the preparatory works of the 1976
Limitation Convention, that is, the Travaux
Préparatoires, as permitted under Article 32
of the Vienna Convention. Importantly, the
court emphasised that, when applying these
rules of interpretation, one should not be
constrained by principles of domestic law
“which usually have no role to play in the
construction of international conventions”.
The court noted that Article 2.1 (a) was
concerned with three types of claim: (1) loss
of life or personal injury, (2) loss of or damage
to property and (3) consequential losses
resulting therefrom.
In respect of the
“consequential losses”, the judge made the
following observations:
– these losses must be caused by what he
characterised as “concrete losses”, that is, loss
of life or personal injury and loss of or
damage to property; and
– they may be caused by “abstract losses”,
that is, further loss of life or damage to
property or financial loss resulting from
“concrete losses”, i.e., loss of life or damage
to property.
This construction, he said, was also supported
by the Travaux Préparatoires to the 1976
Limitation Convention.

“The Court found that
the losses were ‘abstract’
losses resulting from
‘concrete’ losses and
therefore fell within
article 2.1(a).”
Applying the facts, the court found that the
Qenos and Huntsman losses were “abstract”
losses resulting from “concrete” losses and
therefore fell within Article 2.1 (a). In arriving
at this conclusion, the court rejected Qenos’s
and Huntsman’s submissions that the
reference to “consequential loss therefrom”
was to consequential loss suffered by a party

resulting from “concrete loss” to that same
party. In other words, a party need not suffer
any “concrete” losses (i.e., physical damage
to their own property) in order to have
suffered consequential loss under Article
2.1 (a).
The court was also asked to consider whether
the Qenos and Hunstman claims fell within
Article 2.1 (c), that is, whether they were
claims in respect of “other loss[es] resulting
from the infringement of rights other than
contractual rights“. In determining that they
were, the court construed the word “rights”,
in the phrase “the infringement of rights”,
broadly to mean “a legally enforceable claim
which results from the act or omission of
another person”. To that end, the court held
that the phrase was not confined to the
infringement of statutory or proprietary rights

“The construction given
to Article 2.1(a) by the
court embraces all claims
for pure economic loss
consequent upon physical
damage.”
and as a result, the pure economic loss claims
of Qenos and Huntsman also fell within
Article 2.1 (c).

Conclusion
The construction given to Article 2.1 (a) by the
court embraces all claims for pure economic
loss consequent upon physical damage,
thereby giving rise to a limitation of liability
on behalf of a shipowner who is faced with
pure economic loss claims from third parties.
Not only is this construction in line with the
object and policy of the 1976 Limitation
Convention to protect shipowners, but the
approach adopted in construing the 1976
Limitation Convention as an international
instrument, in accordance with principles laid
down in the Vienna Convention rather than by
the reference to principles of Australian law,
gives the decision international significance
and may cause its application to extend
beyond Australian waters. 

3

The Limitation Proceeding went to trial on 3rd
August 2009. At the time of publication of this
article, judgment remains reserved.
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Present state of the
shipbuilding industry

The financial crisis has had a strong
effect on the shipbuilding industry.
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Introduction
Just over a year has passed since the
shipbuilding industry came to an abrupt halt
in October 2008. After some very prosperous
years, the financial crisis took its toll on this
industry. What was forecast to be another
good year turned out to be disastrous, as
everyone’s worst fears were realised.
Looking back, 2007 was a record-breaking
year, with four notable examples:
– the world order book exceeded 500 million
dwt (this equals approximately 1,000 VLCCs);
–155 million GT of new orders were placed in
one year;
– the order book expanded by more than 50
per cent in one year;
– China’s order book exceeded that of Japan.
There will certainly be a long period before
similar records can be expected. Some
analysts in the financial markets claim that
the worst of the financial crisis is over and
that there are signs of positive trends.
Unfortunately, this is not the case for the
shipbuilding industry, which will probably face
long-term challenges due to diminishing new
orders and lack of financial support.

Present market situation
The shipbuilding industry is a cyclical industry.
It is dependent upon the world economy and

especially the fortunes of the shipping
industry. This can be seen more clearly as
freight rates fluctuate and maritime trades
diminish – both have experienced drastic
reductions in 2008 and 2009. This has had a
strong impact on the shipbuilding industry,
and Europe has been hurt especially badly.
Approximately 90 per cent of all tonnage
being ordered is being built in the Far East.
Europe has been building mainly vessels for
specialist markets, for example the cruise and
passenger markets. These markets have dried
up considerably, and orders for traditional
vessels, like bulkers and tankers, have ended
up in Far Eastern yards, which have more
competitive prices. Of all new tonnage
contracted up to November 2009, 97 per cent
was in the Far East, of which most was in
China.

However, the rate of delivery is probably not
up to speed and a considerable number of
vessels now on order may be delayed. Actual
recorded deliveries this year have fallen short
of the present order book. It is therefore
expected that as much as 25 per cent of the
order book will have to slip forward. This is in
no way an accurate figure, but the effect will
be seen within the next few years and there
may be a positive element in this delay, to the
advantage of the parties involved. The yards
will have more time to build and deliver their
vessels in a market where few new orders are
coming along. Shipowners do not necessarily
want their new vessels delivered under the
present market conditions and therefore
welcome the delay. It may also turn out that
there is some room for price negotiations.

New contracts
Order book
As of November 2009, the order book
consisted of nearly 8,700 vessels of 520
million dwt. South Korea and China are
competing for market leadership with an
almost equal share of the order book: 34 per
cent each. Japan has dropped to third place
with 16 per cent. Europe presently only counts
for approximately eight per cent. Most of the
present order book is expected to last until
early 2012, with the majority expected to be
delivered in 2010.

There was a slight increase in contracting
towards the end of 2009. Whether this can be
seen as a lasting trend is too early to predict.
The situation is delicate, but compared to May
2009, when no new contracts of any
substance were written world-wide, not much
is needed for a 100 per cent improvement.
On an annual basis, new contracts written (in
dwt), are down by 85 per cent compared to
2008. New contracts tend to end up in China,
but one has lately seen that some new

contracts have been entered in other markets
as well, like Brazil.
Vessels on order are mainly bulkers and
tankers of various sizes, mainly VLCC,
Capesize, Suezmax and Handymax. Notably,
the VLCCs now on order were the first ones to
be ordered since August 2008.

Cancellations
There have been numerous cancellations at
yards throughout 2009. It is very difficult to
give a precise number, as yards are often

“Analysts claim that as much
as 20 per cent of the order
book may be cancelled in
the periods to come.”
reluctant to release such figures. However, it
is anticipated that more than 350 newbuilding contracts have been cancelled. It is
also difficult to assess whether a contract
which was signed, but never materialised,
will be looked upon as a cancellation.
Analysts claim that as much as 20 per cent of
the order book may be cancelled in the
periods to come.

Scrapping
The amount of vessels being sold for scrap has
increased considerably since the last quarter
of 2008, when the financial crisis hit the
shipping markets. Whilst 385 vessels were
scrapped in 2008, a total of 648 vessels had
been scrapped between January and
September 2009.
The scrapping has not had any major impact
on the new-building market. As there is
already an overcapacity in most vessel
segments, and one constantly reads about
vessels going into lay-up, this has so far not
helped to improve the shipbuilding climate.
The main markets for scrapping are India,
Bangladesh, Pakistan and China.

Price trends
Prices for new-buildings have fallen for the
12th consecutive month and are now at a
level comparable to prices in 2004. This
constitutes a drop of nearly 25 per cent in the
last twelve months. It is also worth noting
that the price of steel has fallen quite
considerably and has dropped by over 50 per
cent in the last 12 months (from USD
1,350/MT to USD 600/MT).

Prices could drop even further, as newbuilding activity is still very slow. This will put
a lot of pressure on shipyards to reduce their
prices in order to achieve new orders.
There is a positive element in the current price
level, in that it may be an incentive for
building new vessels again. The price today is
probably more correct than that of the
booming days in 2007/2008, when shipyards
could dictate prices.

Greenfield yards
A lot of new yards were being developed
during the booming years. The establishment
of “greenfield” yards1 has been especially
noticeable in China, India and Brazil. Many of
these new yards are now struggling to
survive. Even though many had fairly nice
order books, they now face a lack of financial
support, high development costs and lack of
sufficient income from on-going new-building
projects. Many have gone bankrupt, or the
construction of the yards has simply just
stopped. It is therefore feared that many of
these yards will be forced to close.

Bankruptcy
In the present financial climate many yards
are facing economic problems. This is a worldwide problem, but has struck European yards
especially hard. Many have entered into
receivership or bankruptcy. A handful of
German yards are struggling, and the trend is
spreading into other countries such as Poland,
Denmark and Norway.
They are not alone, as yards in China and
South Korea have also been experiencing the
same trauma.

financed in an environment where banks are
reluctant to lend any money.

Banks and financing
According to a bank analyst, the best way to
get the shipping market back on track would
be to refrain from placing new orders and to
cancel those orders that have already been
placed. This analyst predicted that if we did
not see a significant reduction in the order
book on a world-wide basis, the shipping
industry would face a challenging market in
years to come, irrespective of the global
economy. This is obviously not good news for
the shipbuilding industry and indicates a
difficult environment in the future.
The financing of new-buildings today faces
two interconnected difficulties: it is difficult
for shipowers to borrow money to invest in
new vessels and it is difficult for shipyards to
get refund guarantees arranged. As the banks
are still reluctant to provide funding for any

“It is difficult for shipowers
to borrow money to invest
in new vessels and it is
difficult for shipyards to
get refund guarantees
arranged.”
of the parties involved, even contracted newbuildings due to be built lack financial
backing. As a result, the yards are not
capable of retaining any new projects, and
shipowners who have not succeeded in
gaining full support for their new-building
projects may now realise that they are in a
very difficult position.

Any positive news?
Good news is scarce in the new-building
market these days. Even though contracting
has increased over the past few months, it
would be an exaggeration to call it a trend.
There are some positive signs in the offshore
industry, and there is a world-wide need for
various types of rigs and offshore vessels.
Brazil is a country where a surge in this type
of new-building can be foreseen. The country
has a strategy for further development of its
offshore industry and the intention is to
construct all such new-buildings at domestic
yards.
The challenge for new developers and
shipowners will be to get their new-buildings

End remarks
The world shipbuilding industry has overcome
hurdles before and has gone on to thrive.
Many will recall the problems experienced
during the 1970s oil crisis, during the slump in
the market in the 1980s, and during the Asian
financial crisis in 1997.
Whether the present crisis will be similar to
the ones faced before remains to be seen.
One thing is for certain: the next few years
will be a challenging time for all parties
involved in the shipbuilding industry. 

1

Shipbuilding companies which have yet to deliver a
vessel covered by the Clarkson Research database
are classified as “greenfield” yards.
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Are we divided by a common language? –
Language and cultural differences
on board ships
38
“I know that you believe you understand what you think I said, but I’m not sure
you realise that what you heard is not what I meant.”

Language
Language confusion and misunderstanding
occur all the time all over the globe. Even
people who speak the same language
misunderstand each other from time to
time. But on board vessels the consequences
of misunderstandings may be fatal. Language
barriers and lack of language skills contribute
to major challenges on board vessels.
Increasingly, ships are manned with crew
members from different parts of the world.
The need for a common language on
board has become essential in order to
operate a vessel safely and effectively. In the
great majority of cases, the common

language for people from different countries
or regions is English.

“Adequate language
skills are crucial in case of
emergencies, especially
when communication with
shore personnel is needed
and time is limited.”
Adequate language skills are crucial in case of
emergencies, especially when communication
with shore personnel is needed and time is
limited. On passenger vessels the ability

to communicate with the passengers in
case of an emergency is absolutely
fundamental in order to perform a swift
evacuation. Unfortunately, there are examples
of incidents where better language skills
could have avoided accidents and could have
saved lives.
In addition to the safety aspect, good
communication on board involves other issues
that are very important for the crew.

Social inclusion
Despite the great variety of nationalities on
board, some crew members insist on speaking
their own language with colleagues who have
a common mother tongue, despite the
presence of others who do not understand
that language. Speaking a language unknown
to someone present is not only considered
rude in many cultures: by keeping some
individuals outside the social circle, this
may also have a negative effect on the
working environment on board. When
colleagues speak a language which one does
not understand, one may feel disrespected
and excluded from the group. Feeling
appreciated is important in terms of crew
members’ mental and physical health,
regardless of rank and nationality. Everyone
on board has a responsibility to communicate
in a language that everybody else
understands. This requirement should be
given more attention by shipowners.

Giving and taking orders
A common language is essential on board.

Experience shows that giving and taking
orders may also be challenging to people

from certain cultures. Crew members from
specific parts of the world may be reluctant to
accept orders from a colleague from another
specific part of the world. Equally, ranks from
certain countries may refrain from asking an
officer to repeat an order given, although the
message is not fully understood: in some
cultures such requests for repeating an order

“Everyone on board
has a responsibility to
communicate in a language
that everybody else
understands.”
may be considered lack of respect, as in not
paying attention. Also, asking for an order to
be repeated in front of colleagues may be
regarded as degrading. It is essential for
all crew on board to be aware of these
cultural differences. Everyone involved must
make sure at all times that orders are well
understood.

Food
In the past diseases on board ships were
common due to lack of proper nourishment
while at sea. Fortunately today there is an
abundance of food available on board, but it
may be a challenge, with several nationalities
on
board,
to
serve
food
that
everyone likes. On most vessels the food
served is a mix, adjusted to the requirements
of the nationalities on board. Thus seafarers

mainly
Norwegian
officers
on
board received three new vacuum
cleaners. An officer instructed one of the
seamen, who was not Norwegian, to put
the vacuum cleaners (which were still in their
boxes) into the linen locker. Later, when the
vacuum cleaners needed to be used, no one
could find them. After a long search, it
became apparent that the vacuum cleaners
had been nicely stored in the freezer. The
seaman who had been asked to put them
away had not fully understood the message
from the officer, but was sure that the boxes
contained fish. The reason for the
misunderstanding was that the seaman knew

The difficulties mentioned above should
be taken seriously by shipowners. A crew
which can work well together is fundamental,
thus selection of a certain mix of seafarers
with compatible personalities and cultural
backgrounds should be considered. Even
among seafarers from different European
countries there may be distinctions that relate
not only to individual personality traits,
but also to more fundamental cultural
issues. 

The new United Kingdom
Supreme Court
Supreme Court replaces Appellate Committee of the
House of Lords.

“Ranks from certain countries
may refrain
from asking an officer to
repeat an order, although
the message is not fully
understood.”
in general have become tolerant in terms of
accepting foreign foods, and “exotic”
dishes are actually appreciated by
many. However, there are ships where
different
dishes
are
cooked
for
different nationalities. For example, on a
vessel with 19 crew members, 18 of them
were Indians who were served Indian food,
and one was from Europe and was served
Western food. No doubt this caused extra
work for the galley.

As members of the House of Lords, the
Law Lords were also permitted to
become involved in judicial debate
leading to enactment of legislation
(although, by convention, the Law Lords
have excused themselves from sitting or
voting on most issues). This meant they
were members of both legislature and
judiciary. Questions of transparency and
independence have led to the
replacement of the Appellate Committee

Some
years
ago,
an
innocent
misunderstanding led more to a smile than
frustration: a Norwegian-owned vessel with

Conclusion
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On 1st October 2009 the new United
Kingdom Supreme Court, now the highest
court in the land, took over the judicial
functions of the House of Lords. The Law
Lords of the House of Lords (as at July
2009) will be the first judges of the 12member Supreme Court and will now be
known as Justices of the Supreme Court.

An example

that in Norwegian “fish” was “fisk”, and the
labels on the boxes read “NILFISK”.

of the House of Lords, which served as
Britain’s final court of appeal, with the
new Supreme Court, housed in its own
separate building. The Justices of the
Supreme Court are disqualified from
sitting or voting in the House of Lords.
When they retire from the Supreme Court
they can return to the House of Lords as
full members, but newly-appointed
Justices of the Supreme Court will not
have seats in the House of Lords.
In addition to the judicial functions of the
House of Lords, which included
jurisdiction on points of law for all civil
law cases in the UK and all criminal cases
in England, Wales and Northern Ireland,
the Supreme Court has also assumed the
devolution jurisdiction of the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council. 

New Pollution Regulations
in China – FAQs
Gard News presents answers to some frequently asked
questions regarding the new Chinese regulations on
prevention and control of marine pollution.
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On 9th September 2009 the Chinese State
Council of the People’s Republic of China
(PRC) promulgated the Regulations of the
People’s Republic of China on the Prevention
and Control of Marine Pollution from Ships
(Regulations). The Regulations will come into
effect on 1st March 2010.1

General
What is the purpose of the Regulations?
The Regulations are intended to establish
comprehensive rules governing oil pollution
prevention, response and clean-up within PRC
waters, updating/replacing the previous
pollution regulations promulgated on 29th
December 1983.
What is the scope of the Regulations?
The Regulations cover any ship-sourced
pollution and any ship-related operation that
causes or may cause pollution damage in the
internal waters, territorial waters and the
contiguous zones, exclusive economic zone

and continental shelf of the PRC and all other
sea areas under the jurisdiction of the PRC
(wherever the pollution occurs).

“The Regulations also
introduce a compulsory
insurance regime for
certain vessels and a
domestic ship oil pollution
compensation fund.”

What do the Regulations cover?
The Regulations cover a wide range of issues,
such as the discharge and reception of oil
pollutants; dumping of waste and permissions
for dumping; oil pollution response planning;
oil spill clean-up arrangements reporting and
emergency handling of pollution incidents;
investigation and compensation of pollution
incidents; supervision of the loading,
lightening and discharging of polluting

hazardous cargoes; and penalties for
contravening any requirement of the
Regulations.
The Regulations also introduce a compulsory
insurance regime for certain vessels and a
domestic ship oil pollution compensation
fund.

Pollution liability
Under the Regulations who is liable for
pollution damage?
The party causing the pollution to the marine
environment is liable for the pollution
damage. If the pollution was wholly caused
by intentional act or fault of a third party, then
that third party is liable (Article 50).

1
See Gard’s Member Circular No. 7/2009,
“Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on
the Prevention and Control of Marine Pollution
from Ships.”

Do the Regulations provide for a limit of
liability?
Yes. The limit of liability is calculated according
to the PRC Maritime Code, which follows the
1976 Limitation Convention in respect of any
international ships of 300 GT or above.
However, as to marine pollution within
Chinese territorial waters caused by ships
carrying persistent oil in bulk (including
persistent hydrocarbon mineral oil), the
limitation of liability is calculated pursuant to
the relevant international conventions ratified
or acceded by China (Article 52), including the
1992 CLC Convention and the 2001 Bunker
Convention.2

“The limit of liability is
calculated according to the
PRC Maritime Code, which
follows the 1976 Limitation
Convention in respect of any
international ships of 300 GT
or above.”
Do the Regulations provide for any
defences to/exemptions from pollution
liability?
Yes. Under Article 51, a party is exempt from
liability for pollution if the pollution damage
was wholly caused by (1) war; (2) natural
disaster of an irresistible nature; or (3)
negligence/ wrongful act of government
authority in exercising its responsibility for the
maintenance of lights or other navigational
aids in the exercise of that function and if the
pollution could not be prevented even though
timely and proper measures were taken.

Compulsory Insurance
Why is compulsory insurance required?
The PRC is a state party to the 1992 CLC
Convention and the 2001 Bunker Convention.
The liability provisions in the Regulations
largely mirror those contained in those
Conventions, which provide for strict liability
of the owner3 for pollution damage arising
from the carriage of persistent oil by sea
(1992 CLC) and strict liability of the
shipowner4 for pollution damage caused by
spills of bunker oil (2001 Bunker Convention).
These Conventions make insurance mandatory
for certain vessels.
Who do the Regulations require to
maintain compulsory insurance?
The owner of any ships (except ships of less
than 1,000 GT and not carrying oil cargo)

navigating in the PRC governed waters is
required to maintain insurance for oil
pollution liability or to have other appropriate
financial security in place in accordance with
the relevant subsidiary legislation/byelaw to
be promulgated by the PRC government
(Article 53).
Under the Regulations who is an approved
insurer in the PRC?
The Maritime Safety Administration (MSA) will
determine and publish a list of competent
insurance providers that will be qualified to
provide the necessary insurance cover. Gard
currently is on a list of approved insurers
issued by MSA.
What amount of insurance is required for
the compulsory insurance?
Not less than the limitation as calculated
under the PRC Maritime Code, which adopts
the same calculation as under the 1976
Limitation Convention,5 or in accordance with
the relevant international Conventions which
PRC adopted or ratified (for example, the
1992 CLC and the 2001 Bunker Convention)
(Article 53).

Ship Oil Pollution Compensation Fund
The Regulations refer to a “Ship Oil
Pollution Compensation Fund” – What is it?
A domestic fund to which receivers (and their
agents) of persistent oil cargoes transported
by sea to a Chinese port must contribute
(Article 56). Note that PRC is not a state party
to the 1992 International Convention on the
Establishment of an International Fund for
Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage.
How will the Ship Oil Pollution
Compensation Fund be administered and
used?
This is not included in the Regulations, but the
detailed rules as to how the funds are
collected, used and administered will be
jointly formulated by the Finance Department
and
the
Administrative
Department
of Communications of the State Council
(Article 56).

to have a pollution clean-up contract with
an approved pollution response company
(Article 33).

“The operator of any ship
carrying polluting and
hazardous liquid cargoes in
bulk is required to have a
pollution clean-up contract
with an approved pollution
response company.”
To whom do the Regulations refer when
they say “operators”?
Article 33 of the Regulations does not define
“Operator”.
What companies has the MSA approved as
local clean-up contractors with whom an
operator must contract?
The MSA currently is considering contractors
for approval in various Chinese ports and it is
expected that in the near future further
legislation will be issued concerning
approvals. It is expected that the legislation
will cover both the terms of the clean-up
contracts into which operators must enter and
the MSA-approved contractors.
Indications are that there will be four “levels”
of contractors based upon the capability of the
contractor to respond to spills of different size
and extent. The additional implementing
legislation is expected to clarify with which
contractors, in terms of “levels”, operators will
need to contract (for example with reference
to operators’ type of trade and size of vessel
operated).
Do the Regulations set a deadline by which
operators who call at a PRC port must
contract with an approved clean-up
contractor of the appropriate “level”?
The clean-up contracts are required to be in
place prior to the vessel’s operations or entry
into/departure from the Chinese ports (Article
33). Because the Regulations will become

Clean-up contracts/Clean-up costs
2

The Regulations require that clean-up
contracts be agreed in advance of entering
a PRC port – Who is required to enter into
the contracts?
The operator of any ship carrying polluting
and hazardous liquid cargoes in bulk and any
other vessel above 10,000 GT is required

See also comments to the question “Why is
compulsory insurance required?”, below.
3
Defined as the person or persons registered as the
owner of the ship or, in the absence of registration,
the person or persons owning the ship.
4
Defined as including the registered owners,
bareboat charterers, managers and operators.
5
See comments to the question “Do the Regulations
provide for a limit of liability?”, above.
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effective on 1st March 2010, any vessel
intending to call at China should conclude the
contracts before 1st March 2010.

“The clean-up contracts
are required to be in
place prior to the vessel’s
operations or entry
into/departure from
the Chinese ports.”
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If after 1st March 2010 a ship of an
operator calls at a PRC port without
previously having concluded the clean-up
contract, do the Regulations provide for
any “punishment” of the operator?
Yes. The operator will be subject to a fine of
between RMB 10,000 (about USD 1,465) and
RMB 50,000 (USD 7,325) (Article 68).
Generally, a breach of the Regulations can
result in one of a series of possible fines.
Depending upon the facts, the fines can range
from RMB 10,000 (about USD 1,465) to RMB
500,000 (about USD 73,250). Logically, each
breach may result in a fine.
Under the Regulations, who is liable for
any clean-up costs incurred by the MSA?
Where the MSA has taken action in response
to pollution, before the ship involved in a
pollution incident may sail the ship must pay
the MSA’s costs or must provide a relevant

financial guarantee (Article 42). The MSA
may detain the vessel while investigating any
such incident.
What type of guarantee is required? An IG
Club LOU? An LOU/guarantee from a PRC
insurer? A PRC bank guarantee?
This is unknown at the moment, but the
International Group of P&I Clubs (IG) is
seeking clarification.

On board emergency response plans
Do the Regulations require any form of
emergency response plans?
Shipowners, operators or managers must
maintain emergency response plans for the
prevention and control of marine pollution,
and have the plans approved by MSA (Article
14). It is generally understood that a MARPOL
SOPEP (Shipboard Oil Pollution Emergency
Plan) will be sufficient to meet this
requirement.

Others
What is the ship’s report obligation set out
in the Regulations?
If a ship has caused or will probably cause
pollution within the territorial waters of the
PRC, or beyond the territorial waters of the
PRC but that has caused or may cause
pollution to the territorial waters in the PRC
jurisdiction, the incident must be reported to
the local MSA. The accident report should

contain the following information (Articles 37
and 38):
– The ship’s name, nationality, call sign or
number;
– The name and address of the owner,
operator or manager of the ship;
– The time, place, weather and sea condition
of the accident;
– Preliminary determination of the cause of
the accident;
– The type, quantity, stowage location, etc., of
the pollutant on the ship;
– The degree of the pollution;
– The pollution control and/or pollution
removal measures adopted and to be adopted
and the situation of the control of the
pollution and any salvage requirements; and
– Any other information as required
by the Administrative Department of
Communications of the State Council.

“The further legislation
is expected to include
information concerning the
requirement to contract
with approved pollution
response companies and
the requirement to maintain
insurance or other financial
security to cover liabilities
arising from oil pollution
damage.”
Will the PRC be providing any explanations
of the Regulations and details as to how
they will be implemented?
The IG understands that the MSA is drafting
further implementing legislation to give effect
to a number of the provisions contained in the
Regulations.
The further legislation is
expected to include information concerning
the requirement to contract with approved
pollution response companies and the
requirement to maintain insurance or other
financial security to cover liabilities arising
from oil pollution damage. It is expected that
when further details and/or legislation is
issued Gard and other IG Clubs will as
appropriate issue further circulars.
Whom should I contact if I have further
queries?
Any further enquiries can be sent to
GardNewsEditor@gard.no. 

The regulations will come into force on 1st March 2010.
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Letters to the Editor –
Plastics floating to
the surface – MARPOL
Annex V enforcement
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Dear Sirs,

Editor’s comments

I read with interest your article “Plastics
floating to the surface – MARPOL Annex V
enforcement” in GARD NEWS Issue 195. I
wanted to suggest that the problem also
includes increasing evidence of toxicity
dangers from endocrine disrupting, hormone
mimicking plasticizers in the make-up of
some kinds of plastics (as well as the
concentrating effect via adsorption of
persistent oily toxins in the environment such
as PCBs, DDE & PDBEs) and then ingestion
and on up the food chain. One of my contacts
from a previous assignment in California is
the man who documented the mind-boggling
amounts of plastics in the North Pacific Gyre,
Capt. Charles Moore of the Algalita Marine
Research Foundation (www.algalita.org).

Gard News is grateful to Captain Koster for his
feedback. Indeed, in recent years a number of
man-made chemicals have been shown to
mimic endogenous hormones, and it has been
suggested that alterations in the normal
pattern of reproductive development seen in
some animals are linked to exposure to these
chemicals.

The Algalita
Marine
Research
Foundation

PCBs and DDE have been shown to disrupt the
endocrine system, the sensitive set of glands
and hormones that regulate functions such as
metabolism, insulin production and sexual
development. PCBs, DDE and PDBEs are
present in plastic waste, which acts as a
magnet, seeping the chemicals out of the
marine soup. Some of this poison-laden waste
sinks to the ocean floor or is washed up on
beaches; but some has been found in the
stomachs of sea creatures, working its way up
the food chain to reach us humans: if fish eat
toxic plastic, those same toxins may be
absorbed into the bodies of people who eat
the fish.

The Algalita Marine Research
Foundation (www.algalita.org) is a
Long Beach, California-based nonprofit marine research and
education organisation. It is
dedicated to the protection of the
marine environment and its
watersheds through research,
education, and restoration. It was
founded by Captain Charles Moore
in 1994 after he came upon what
has since become known as the
North Pacific Subtropical Gyre’s
“Garbage Patch” while sailing from
Hawaii to Long Beach. The patch is
a vortex of ocean currents with an
exceptionally high concentration of
plastics and other marine debris
which has since been estimated to
be larger than the State of Texas.

Please let me know if I can assist in any way
regarding this important issue.
Best regards,
CAPT John W. Koster
Commanding Officer
Officer in Charge
Marine Inspection USCG Activities Europe
(www.uscg.mil/acteur)

Many experts say we should be very worried.
A number of scientific studies have shown
that even low-level exposure to endocrine
disrupters may be linked to attention-deficit
disorder, diabetes, falling fertility rates
and more. 
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Loss Prevention and P&I Member
Circulars, autumn 2009
The following Loss Prevention and P&I
Member Circulars have been issued by Gard
during the autumn of 2009:
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Loss Prevention Circulars
– Loss Prevention Circular No. 14-09, October
2009: Lay-up of ships and the marine
insurance cover.
– Loss Prevention Circular No. 15-09, November
2009: Low sulphur fuel changeover.
– Loss Prevention Circular No. 16-09,
December 2009: Anchoring within Malaysian
waters off Singapore.

P&I Member Circulars
– P&I Member Circular No. 05-09, October
2009: Review of policy years, premium rating
for the 2010 policy year, half year status
report as at 20 August 2009.
– P&I Member Circular No. 06-09, October
2009: Transfer of direct P&I business to Gard
P&I (Bermuda) Ltd.
– P&I Member Circular No. 07-09, November
2009: Regulations of the People’s Republic of
China on the Prevention and Control of Marine
Pollution from Ships.

– P&I Member Circular No. 08-09, December
2009: Directive 2009/20/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009
on the Insurance of Shipowners for Maritime
Claims (“Insurance Directive”).
All Loss Prevention and P&I Member circulars
are available from www.gard.no.
If you would like to receive Gard’s Loss
Prevention Circulars by e-mail, please contact
Terje.paulsen@gard.no. 

Staff news
Andreas Brachel has been appointed
Senior Claims Executive/Lawyer in the
Casualty, Environmental, Property &
Liquid Cargo section of the Claims
Department, P&I.
Gunnar Espeland has been appointed
Senior Claims Adviser in the Casualty,
Environmental, Property & Liquid
Cargo section of the Claims
Department, P&I.
Einar Gulbrandsen has been
appointed Senior Claims Executive in
the Dry Cargo section of the Claims
Department, P&I.
Odd Helgesen has been appointed
Senior Claims Executive in the Dry
Cargo section of the Claims
Department, P&I.
Peter Leijs has been appointed
Senior Claims Executive in the Dry
Cargo section of the Claims
Department, P&I.

Vidar Solemdal has been appointed Senior
Claims Executive in the Claims Department,
Marine.
Catherine Wong has been appointed Senior
Lawyer in the Defence Department in Gard
(HK) Ltd.
Mette Ellefsen has been appointed
Underwriter in the Underwriting Department.
Nigel Wright has joined Gard (UK) as Claims
Executive. Nigel, who has sea-going
experience, has previously worked for WK
Webster and Charles Taylor Marine.
Stratos Zafiriadis has joined Gard (Greece) as
Claims Executive. Stratos has an MSc in Marine
Policy from Cardiff University and a deck
officer’s certificate from the Greek Merchant
Marine Academy. He has previously worked
for East Mediterranean Maritime and Ceres
Hellenic Shipping.
Alexandra Chatzimichailoglou has joined
Gard (Greece) as Claims Executive. Alexandra

has an LLM from Southampton
University and an LLB from Salonica
University. She has previously worked
for Liquimar Tankers Management,
Kyklades Maritime Corporation and
Issaias Law Offices.
Ioanna Vitta has joined Gard (Greece)
as Lawyer. Ioanna has an LLM from
Southampton University and an LLB
from Athens University. She has
previously worked for Thomas Cooper
Solicitors, Oceanmaris Management and
Oceanbulk Maritime.
Gary Wilkins has resigned from his
position as Claims Executive in the
Claims Department, P&I in London. We
wish him all the best for the future.
Jan Oksnes, Vice President Reinsurance,
has retired after more than 22 years
of service with Gard. We thank him for
all his hard work throughout the years
and wish him a long and happy
retirement. 
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Mobile +47 99 29 22 47
torstein.soreng@gard.no

Ragnar Løken
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 99 29 22 46
ragnar.loken@gard.no

Chris Moncrieff
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 94 52 22 51
chris.moncrieff@gard.no

Tove Kaasine Skjeldal
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 99 29 22 41
tove.kaasine@gard.no

Asle Skola
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 99 29 22 42
asle.skola@gard.no

Claims – Marine

Mobile +47 97 55 91 63
geir.sandnes@gard.no

Gunnar Espeland
Senior Claims Adviser

Mobile +47 97 55 92 53
gunnar.espeland@gard.no

Mobile +47 97 55 93 61
christopher.mackrill@gard.no

Frank Gonynor
Senior Claims Adviser,
Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 93 44
frank.gonynor@gard.no

Jan Kr. Jacobsen
Senior Claims Adviser

Mobile +47 97 55 92 27
jan.jacobsen@gard.no

Kim Jefferies
Senior Claims Adviser,
Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 92 90
kim.jefferies@gard.no

Hans-Øyvind Leikvin
Senior Claims Executive

Claims Handling
Leif Erik Abrahamsen
Vice President

Mobile +47 99 28 41 12
leif.erik.abrahamsen@gard.no

Svend Leo Larsen
Senior Claims Adviser

Mobile +47 99 28 40 22
leo.larsen@gard.no

Reidar Ebbesvik
Senior Claims Executive

Mobile +47 99 28 40 31
reidar.ebbesvik@gard.no

Karl Petter Mühlbradt
Senior Claims Executive

Mobile +47 99 29 22 78
karl.p.muhlbradt@gard.no

Mobile +47 97 55 92 63
hans.leikvin@gard.no

Vidar Solemdal
Senior Claims Executive

Mobile +47 99 28 40 25
vidar.solemdal@gard.no

Torgeir Bruborg
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 94 52 96 18
torgeir.bruborg@gard.no

Thomas Christiansen
Claims Executive

Tonje Castberg
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 91 36
tonje.castberg@gard.no

Trond Justad
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 99 28 40 27
trond.justad@gard.no

Mobile +47 97 55 92 37
pal.berglund@gard.no

Emil Evnum
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 91 28
emil.evnum@gard.no

Jan Sundberg
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 99 29 22 72
jan.sundberg@gard.no

Mobile +47 97 55 92 75
lisbeth.christensen@gard.no

Severin Frigstad
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 94 52 91 60
severin.frigstad@gard.no

Påsan Vigerust
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 99 28 40 71
pasan.vigerust@gard.no

Mobile +47 97 55 91 90
trond.denstad@gard.no

Roar S. Larsen
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 91 43
roar.larsen@gard.no

Roy Kenneth Jenssveen
Mobile +47 97 55 93 41
Claims Executive
roy.kenneth.jenssveen@gard.no

Grethe Ljøstad
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 92 16
grethe.ljostad@gard.no

Gudrun Mortensen Aaserud Mobile +47 97 55 91 17
Claims Executive
gudrun.aaserud@gard.no

Jannike Rognøy Olsson
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 91 94
jannike.olsson@gard.no

Morten Mauritz Seines
Claims Executive, Lawyer

Robert Skaare
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 94 52 93 52
robert.skaare@gard.no

Bjarne Printz
Special Adviser/Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 92 20
bjarne.printz@gard.no

Claims – P&I
Personal Injury & Crew Claims
Lene-Camilla Nordlie Langås Mobile +47 97 55 92 42
Senior Manager lene-camilla.nordlie.langas@gard.no
Per Fredrik Jensen
Senior Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 91 91
per.fredrik.jensen@gard.no

Christopher Petrie
Senior Claims Executive,
Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 93 28
christopher.petrie@gard.no

Pål Berglund
Claims Executive
Lisbeth Christensen
Claims Executive
Trond Denstad
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 91 82
morten.seines@gard.no

Dry Cargo Claims
Joakim Bronder
Senior Manager

Alf Ove Stenhagen
Claims Executive
Mobile +47 97 55 91 19
joakim.bronder@gard.no

Mark Russell
Senior Manager

Mobile +47 97 55 91 64
einar.gulbrandsen@gard.no

Odd Helgesen
Senior Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 92 02
odd.helgesen@gard.no

Ajaz Peermohamed
Senior Claims Adviser

Geir Kjebekk
Senior Claims Adviser

Mobile +47 97 55 92 52
geir.kjebekk@gard.no

Peter Leijs
Senior Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 91 93
peter.leijs@gard.no
Mobile +47 97 55 93 47
torgrim.andersen@gard.no

Claims Adjusting
Sveinung Måkestad
Vice President

Mobile +44 (0)7747 758789
mark.russell@gard.no

Mobile +47 99 28 40 32
sveinung.makestad@gard.no

Anne Glestad Lech
Senior Claims Adjuster

Mobile +47 99 29 22 76
anne.lech@gard.no

Alf Inge Johannessen
Senior Claims Adjuster

Mobile +47 99 28 40 28
alf.inge.johannessen@gard.no

Atle Olav Nordbø
Senior Claims Adjuster

Mobile +47 94 52 22 24
atle.nordbo@gard.no

Marit Bjørnethun
Claims Adjuster

Claims (London)

Einar Gulbrandsen
Senior Claims Executive

Torgrim Andersen
Claims Executive

Mobile +47 97 55 91 66
alf.ove.stenhagen@gard.no

Mobile +47 99 29 22 62
thomas.christiansen@gard.no

Merete Engevik
Claims Adjuster

Mobile +47 99 28 40 21
marit.bjornethun@gard.no
Home +47 55 12 45 93
merete.engevik@gard.no

Mobile +44 (0)7747 758978
ajaz.peermohamed@gard.no

Hans Jørgen Hald
Claims Adjuster

Mobile +47 99 29 22 17
hans.hald@gard.no

Ivor Goveas
Senior Claims Executive

Mobile +44 (0)7881 921116
ivor.goveas@gard.no

Svein Arne Nilsen
Claims Adjuster

Home +47 95 72 77 76
svein.arne.nilsen@gard.no

Chris Connor
Claims Executive

Mobile +44 (0)7747 758845
chris.connor@gard.no

Defence

Tina Lind Havdahl
Claims Executive

Mobile +44 (0)7826 854156
Tina.havdahl@gard.no

Heiko Bloch
Claims Executive, Lawyer

Mobile +47 94 52 92 08
heiko.bloch@gard.no

Adrian Hodgson
Claims Executive

Mobile +44 (0)7747 758956
adrian.hodgson@gard.no

Andres Duran
Claims Executive, Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 92 61
andres.duran@gard.no

Nigel Wright
Claims Executive

Mobile +44 (0)7795 843634
nigel.wright@gard.no

Sandra Guiguet
Claims Executive, Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 91 71
sandra.guiguet@gard.no

Alice Amundsen
Vice President
Kelly Wagland
Senior Manager
Balvinder Ahluwalia
Senior Lawyer
Peter M. Chard
Senior Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 92 65
alice.amundsen@gard.no
Mobile +44 (0)7789 938200
kelly.wagland@gard.no
Mobile +44 (0)7766 303047
balvinder.ahluwalia@gard.no
Mobile +44 (0)7766 251390
peter.chard@gard.no

Jim Edwards
Senior Lawyer
Helenka Leary
Senior Lawyer

Mobile +44 (0)7879 235982
jim.edwards@gard.no
Mobile +44 (0)7766 251387
helenka.leary@gard.no

Helen Sandgren
Senior Lawyer

Mobile +47 99 29 22 14
helen.sandgren@gard.no

Arne Sætra
Senior Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 92 92
arne.satra@gard.no

Claims – P&I and Marine

Lingard Limited, Bermuda

Saila Hiirsalmi
Senior Manager

Graham Everard
Managing Director

Mobile +358 (0)50 595 1133
saila.hiirsalmi@gard.no

Martin Jansson
Mobile +358 (0)50 414 6942
Claims Executive, Surveyor
martin.jansson@gard.no
Johan Lång
Claims Executive

Mobile +358 (0)50 414 6941
johan.lang@gard.no

Gard (HK) Ltd
Christopher Walker
Senior Lawyer

Mobile +47 99 29 22 75
christopher.walker@gard.no

Hélène-Laurence Courties Mobile +44 (0)7917 195810
Lawyer
helene.courties@gard.no
James Hawes
Lawyer

Mobile +44 (0)7887 508198
james.hawes@gard.no

Monica Kohli
Lawyer

Mobile +44 (0)7920 423832
monica.kohli@gard.no

Tore A. Svinøy
Claims Executive/Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 92 01
tore.a.svinoy@gard.no

Hanne Topland
Lawyer

Mobile +47 94 52 22 91
hanne.topland@gard.no

Jove Ytreland
Lawyer

Mobile +47 97 55 91 80
jove.ytreland@gard.no

John Martin
Managing Director

Mobile +852 6478 7261
john.martin@gard.no

Einar Christensen
Claims Director

Mobile +852 9106 9262
einar.christensen@gard.no

Catherine Wong
Senior Lawyer

Mobile +852 6478 7260
catherine.wong@gard.no

Zoe Ho
Claims Executive

Mobile +852 6478 7262
zoe.ho@gard.no

Michelle Pun
Claims Executive

Mobile +852 9337 6463
michelle.pun@gard.no

Wallace Yeung
Claims Executive

Mobile +852 9124 6365
wallace.yeung@gard.no

Wai Yue Loh
Claims Executive, Lawyer

Mobile +852 6398 7265
wai.yue.loh@gard.no

Sigvald Fossum
Deputy Underwriter

Mobile +852 9036 6561
sigvald.fossum@gard.no

Loss Prevention & Risk Assessment
Terje Paulsen
Manager, Loss Prevention

Mobile +47 94 52 40 85
terje.paulsen@gard.no

Gard P&I Japan & Far East
Alf Martin Sandberg
Mobile +47 97 55 92 51
Senior Technical Adviser alf.martin.sandberg@gard.no
Bjarne Augestad
Senior Marine Surveyor

Mobile +47 97 55 92 54
bjarne.augestad@gard.no

Stuart P. Ross
Senior Marine Surveyor

Mobile +47 97 55 93 92
stuart.ross@gard.no

Per Arne Sæther
Senior Marine Surveyor

Mobile +47 99 28 40 29
per.arne.saether@gard.no

Per Haveland
Marine Surveyor

Mobile +47 97 55 93 17
per.haveland@gard.no

Magnar Birkeland
Mobile +47 99 28 40 18
Risk Assessment Executive magnar.birkeland@gard.no
Marius Schønberg
Mobile +47 97 55 91 75
Loss Prevention Executive marius.schonberg@gard.no
Accounting
Solvor Ek Hayes
Senior Manager

Mobile +47 97 55 91 48
solvor.ek.hayes@gard.no

Richard Corwin
Mobile +81 (0)90 6479 2544
Regional Director – Asia,
richard.corwin@gard.no
Gard Group
Hideo Teramachi
Managing Director

Home +81 (0)3 3440 2205
Mobile +81 (0)70 5590 9062
hideo.teramachi@gard.no

Toyoo Mohri
General Manager

Mobile +81 (0)90 3095 2923
toyoo.mohri@gard.no

Katsumi Imamura
Claims Executive

Mobile +81 (0)90 4709 5174
katsumi.Imamura@gard.no

Gard (North America) Inc
Sandra Gluck
President

Mobile +1 (917) 670 3169
sandra.gluck@gard.no

Evanthia Coffee
Senior Lawyer

Mobile +1 (917) 399 5918
evanthia.coffee@gard.no

John Scalia
Senior Claims Executive

Mobile +1 (516) 551 1577
john.scalia@gard.no

Inger Kristiansen
Senior Manager

Mobile +47 97 55 92 74
inger.kristiansen@gard.no

Cheryl Acker
Claims Executive

Mobile +1 (203) 258 7059
cheryl.acker@gard.no

Jorunn Brekkestø
Manager

Mobile +47 97 55 92 88
jorunn.brekkesto@gard.no

Claudia Botero-Götz
Lawyer

Mobile +1 (646) 248 8109
claudia.gotz@gard.no

Edward Fleureton
Claims Executive

Mobile +1 (917) 670 3510
edward.fleureton@gard.no

Hugh Forde
Claims Executive, Lawyer

Mobile +1 (917) 670 3753
hugh.forde@gard.no

Dina Gallaro
Claims Executive

Mobile +1 (917) 670 3209
dina.gallaro@gard.no

Christine Thomas
Claims Executive

Mobile +1 (917) 670 3271
christine.thomas@gard.no

Gard (Sweden) AB
Thomas Nordberg
Managing Director

Mobile +46 (0)70 311 70 02
thomas.nordberg@gard.no

Yvonne Mikulandra
Controller

Mobile +46 (0)70 787 04 06
yvonne.mikulandra@gard.no

Claims – P&I and Marine
Johan Henriksson
Senior Claims Executive

Mobile +46 (0)70 787 04 07
johan.henriksson@gard.no

Thomas Forssen
Claims Executive

Mobile +46 (0)70 655 92 92
thomas.forssen@gard.no

Patrik Friberg
Claims Executive

Mobile +46 (0)70 878 74 15
patrick.friberg@gard.no

Jonas Gustavsson
Claims Executive

Mobile +46 (0)70 633 92 94
jonas.gustavsson@gard.no

Jerker Paulusson
Claims Executive

Mobile +46 (0)73 442 60 70
jerker.paulusson@gard.no

Gard (Greece) Ltd

Oy Gard (Baltic) Ab
Roberto Lencioni
Managing Director

Mobile +358 (0)50 500 0000
roberto.lencioni@gard.no

George Karkas
Managing Director

Mobile +30 694 451 3350
george.karkas@gard.no

Anne Boye
Claims Executive

Mobile +30 693 726 7653
anne.boye@gard.no

Svein Ellingsen
Claims Executive

Mobile +30 693 726 7654
svein.ellingsen@gard.no

Stratos Zafiriadis
Claims Executive

Mobile +30 693 260 0491
stratos.zafiriadis@gard.no

Mobile +1 (441) 330 3445
graham.everard@lingard.bm

DIARY
Arendal, Bergen, Oslo
The offices will be closed on:
1st April 2010
2nd April 2010
5th April 2010
London
The office will close at 1300 GMT on:
1st April 2010
The office will be closed on:
2nd April 2010
5th Apriil 2010
Gothenburg
The office will be closed on:
1st April 2010
2nd April 2010
5th April 2010
30th April 2010
Helsinki
The office will be closed on:
2nd April 2010
5th April 2010
Hong Kong
The office will be closed on:
15th February 2010
16th February 2010
2nd April 2010
5th April 2010
6th April 2010
Tokyo
The office will be closed on:
11th February 2010
22nd March 2010
29th April 2010
New York
The office will be closed on:
15th February 2010
Bermuda
The office will be closed on:
2nd April 2010
Piraeus
The office will be closed on:
15th February 2010
25th March 2010
2nd April 2010
5th April 2010

47

Gard AS
Servicebox 600
NO-4809 Arendal
Norway
Phone: +47 37 01 91 00
Fax: +47 37 02 48 10
companymail@gard.no
Gard AS
Skipsbyggerhallen
Solheimsgaten 11
5058 Bergen
Norway
Phone: +47 37 01 91 00
Fax: +47 55 17 40 01
companymail@gard.no
Gard AS
Støperigt 2, Aker Brygge
NO-0114 Oslo
Norway
Phone: +47 37 01 91 00
Fax: +47 24 13 22 33 (Energy)
Fax: +47 24 13 22 77 (Marine)
companymail@gard.no
Gard (UK) Limited
85 Gracechurch Street
London EC3V 0AA
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 (0)20 7444 7200
Fax: +44 (0)20 7623 8657
garduk@gard.no
Gard (Greece) Ltd
2, A. Papanastasiou Avenue
185 34 Kastella, Piraeus
Greece
Phone: +30 210 413 8752
Fax: +30 210 413 8751
gardgreece@gard.no

www.gard.no
companymail@gard.no

Gard (North America) Inc
30 Broad Street
New York
NY 10004-2944
U.S.A.
Phone: +1 (212) 425 5100
Fax: +1 (212) 425 8147
gardna@gard.no
Gard P&I Japan and Far East
Tokyo Sakurada Bldg. 8th Floor
1-1-3 Nishi-Shinbashi
Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0003
Japan
Phone: +81 (0)3 3503 9291
Fax: +81 (0)3 3503 9655
gardjapan@gard.no
Gard (Sweden) AB
Våstra Hamngatan 5
SE-41117 Gothenburg
Sweden
Phone: +46 (0)31 743 7130
Fax: +46 (0)31 743 7150
gardsweden@gard.no
Gard (HK) Ltd
35/F, The Centrium
60 Wyndham Street
Central
Hong Kong
Phone: +852 2901 8688
Fax: +852 2869 1645
gardhk@gard.no

Oy Gard (Baltic) Ab
Bulevardi 46
FIN-00120 Helsinki
Finland
Phone: +358 9 6188 380
Fax: +358 9 6121 000
gardbaltic@gard.no
Gard P. & I. (Bermuda) Ltd.
Gard Marine & Energy Limited
Lingard Limited
Trott & Duncan Building
17A Brunswick Street
Hamilton HM 10
Bermuda
Phone: +1 (441) 292 6766
Fax: +1 (441) 292 7120
companymail@lingard.bm
CATASTROPHE TELEPHONE
NUMBERS
P&I: +47 90 52 41 00
Marine: +47 90 92 52 00
OUTSIDE OFFICE HOURS
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Gard AS:
+47 90 52 41 00
Gard (UK) Limited:
+44 (0)7747 021 224
Gard (North America) Inc:
+1 (917) 856 6664
Gard P&I Japan and Far East:
+81 (0)3 3503 9291
Gard (Sweden) AB:
+46 (0)31 743 71 48.
Gard (HK) Ltd:
+852 94 61 63 61
Oy Gard (Baltic) Ab:
+358 (0)50 402 7777

